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I ') Mailod 

COLMAC ENERGY" INC: .. ,,' 'a 
California Corporation, ) [APR 2,71989 

Complainant, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case 87-11-013 
(Filed November 12', 1987) 

va. 

SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA'EOISON 
COMPANY, a Californ:i.a, ,Public 
Utility, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
), 
) 
) 

---------------------------) 
Marron, Reid. & Sheehy, by ;evor.. Samson, Attorney 

at Law, for Colmac Energy, Inc., complainan~. 
Richard K. Durant, CaI2l B. Henningson, and 

Frank A. McNulty, Attorneys at Law, for 
Southern California Edison Company, defendant. 

O'Connor" Cavanagh, Anderson, Wes~over, 
Killingsworth & Beshears, by .G1&D.n K . .feldman, 
Attorney at Law, for Cabazon :BAnd. of Mission 
Indians, and Kat.herineJ'. Ling, Attorney at 
Law" for County of Riverside, Coachella Valley 
Associationo,f Governments, interested parties • 

Hallie Yacknin" Attorney at Law, and,- Thomas 
ADompson, ,for the Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates. ' 

Q P!..N I Q N 

1. Background 

Colmac Energy, Inc. (Colmac) filed a complaint against 
Southern California Edison Company (Edison) on November 12, 1987~, 

~ The general factual background to· the complaint began in 
1984 and grew out o,f Colmae' s interest in developing a.' p:,oject to 
convert :biomass to ,electric power. The source of the biomass fuel 
was originally cattle.manure, but eventually Coltn4c ~ecidecl to' use ., 
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agricultural waste and commercial wood waste a8 a fuel for the 
facility. 

On April 17, 198'S, Colmac and Edison executed. a contract 
based on interim Standard Offer No. 4 (S04) for the sale of 4$ 
meqawatts (MW) of firm capacity and. associated energy from a 
biomass-fired facility to' be located in Coachella. The' federal 
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PORPA) requires. 
utilities to purehase electricity prod.uced by certain qualifyinq 
facilities (QPs), includ.1ng biomass-fired. facilities, at the . 
utility's 4vo.i:ded cost, or the costs the utility avoid.s by 
purchasinq power rather than qeneratinq an equivalent amount of 
power from its own system. . 

After the ~ontract was sign,ed, financial and other 
considerations le(l Colmac to consid.er relocatinq the project to- a 
site on the reservation of the Cabaion Band. of Mission Indians, 
near Mecca, about sixmilos from the original Coachella site. 
Colmac Degan to' explore with Ed.ison the poss!bility of relocating 
the project to the Mecca site. 

The heart of this .. dispute concerns whether Edison ever 
consented to' the relocation of the projectp It is undisputed that 
after months of d.iscussions on various topics, Edison informed. 
Colmac on November 3, 1987,. that it would not approve an amendment 
to the contract to' allow the relocation. Colmac filed its· 
complaint nine days later. 

The complaint alleges that: (1) Ed.ison failed to 
negotiate in qood faith with Colmac concerning the relocation 

, , 
request; (2) Bclison breached its aqreement to allow the relocation 
of the project;. (3) Colmae reasonably relied on Edison' 8 
representations that it was preparing the necess~ amendments to 
the contract and that Colmac suffered economic 1088e8 because of 
its reliance on Ecliaon's representations; (4) Ed.1son hasv1o,lateci' 
certain .r89Ulationsof the Federal Energy Requlator.y 'Comm1s s ion· by 

, ' ' 

refusinq' to,: allow. ColmAc to· interconnect .with'E~lson's, sya-eem; and· 
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(5) Colmac shoulc. receive extensions of the deadlines we 
established in the OF Milestone P:ocedure (OFMP) because the 
intervention of the Coachella Valley Association of, 'Governments 
(CVAG) and the County of Riverside in Colmac's relations with 
Edison constitutes an uncont:ollable fo:ce under the contract. 

Colmac asks the Commission to order Edison to· amend the 
contract to allow the site relocation; to reflect the 
interconnection with the Imperial Irrigation District (lID) rather 
than direct interconnection with Edison; to extend the termination 
date to account for the direct and indirect delays caused by 

Edison's actions: to extend the fixed energy payments beyond 1999 
as necessary; and to extend the capacity payment schedule attached 
to the contract tru:oug'h 199'2, to cover the year the facility is 
expected to· reach firm operation. 

Edison answered the complaint on Decen'lbe: l8, 1987. In 
addition to the expected denials of complainant'S alleg'ations, 
Edison asserts that Colmac never met the conditions required for 
Edison to consent to the modification of the COntract. When local 
opposition arose and alerted Edison to, the fact that locating' the 
pro,ject on an Indian reservation would remove the environmental 
review from state and local entities, Edison withdrew its 
conditional approval. Edison denies that it negotiated in bad 
faith with Colmac concerning the relocation... Edison further 
alleg'es that the complaint eeeks relief--essentially an orda: to 
Edison to modify an existing' contract--that the Commission MS 
previously stated it would not g'rant. Several defenses ,based on 
contract law are also raised. 

Prehearing conferences were held on January 29, April 19, 
and August 22 f 198:8. Evidentiary hearings were held on 
September l3-16 and 20-22, 1988. The Commission's Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates (ORA), CVAG, the County of Riverside~ and the 
CaD~zon Band of Mission Indians .intervened in the proceeding and 
participated in the'hearings .. 

The procedures: of 'Public Utilities Code Section 31l(d) 
were followed in develop,ing this decision. The proposed decision 
of the administrative. law judge was issued~ on February s:~ 19·89. 
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Colmac, Edison, DRA, and CVAG and the County of Riverside filed 
comments on the proposed decision. 

We have reviewed and carefully considered the comments. 
We have incorporated appropriate changes in this decision. 

II - Positions of the Parties 

A. COlmae t § Position 
Colmac presents three grounds for its claim. for relief .. 

1. Breach of an Agxeement to 
Cbange the Pr2lec;t'6 .Locl!tiQn 

First,. Colmac argues that Edison expressly agreed to the 
modification requested by Colmac, but Edison has- refused to live up
to its agreement to modify the contract. Co-lrnac believes- that this 
agreement was in writing, in the form of exehanges of 
correspondence from January through ~y 1986. 

The correspondence began with a letter of Januaxy 6 from 
Colmac's Vice President and Secretary Cha:r:les Johnson to Edison's 
Robert Ferguson (Ex. 45). The lette:r: stated, HAt this time we are 
formally requesting permission from SCE to change the location of 
the Plant from the Coachella Industrial Park to industrial land 
located on the Cabazon Indian Reservation." 

Edison's response was a letter of February 24 (Ex. 47). 
Edison's Ferguson noted in the letter that Edison would review a 
specific proposal from Colmac and requested a site description for 
the new location, documents demonstrating Colmae's right to develop 
the Site, and proof that Colmae's fuel sources were as available at 
the new site as at the old location .. 

On March 12, Colmac sent Edison a letter providing the
requested information, according to Colmac (Ex. 49). The letter 
enclosed a legal description of the new site and an option agreement 
for a lease on the property. Approval of the option to- lease- was 
pending with the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA).. The letter also· 
discus-sed the location of agricultural waste fuel: 80urces for the
re-located plant. The letter closed- with Colmae"s. urging Edison "to
accept Our request for relocation at your earlies~ convenience~" 
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Edison responded with a letter of April 21 (Ex. 51). 
This letter raised concerns about ~he Commission's reaction, to the 
relocation and recommended that Colmac send a letter t~ the' 
Commission outlin.ing the reasons for the requested. relocAtion. In, 
addition, the letter directed Colmac to ~proceed in obtaining from 
the Imperial Irrigation District an agreed to transmission path to 
the Edison point of delivery at Mlrage Substation.- ~he letter 
concluded, "We feel thAt these two piece8 of evidence Are 
absolutely nece8sa:r:y for'Edison to, make the appropriate amendments. 
to-the power purchase agreement." 

A lettex- fx-om, Colmac on May 2 (EX. 64-) enclosed copies of 
a letter from lID consenting to the relocation and a letter from 
then-P%esident Donald Vial of the Commission. 'Colmac viewed 
President Vial's letter as ~8upporting our relocation to Cabazon 
lanei' .. " In this letter,. Colmac's, Sandra Wallcer w:z:ote, "'I ASSume
that we have now met your conditions for approval and expect to 
receive shortly a letter from-you acknowledging SCE's approval of 
the amendment." 

~he final piece of correspondence was a letter from 
Edison to Colmac on May lS (Ex. &8). The letter ac)cnowledqes the 
receipt of the May 2 letter and enclosw:es and concludes, "With 
these approvals it is appropriate to proceed with contract 
amendments necessary for your project relocation .. " 

Colmac Argues that this exchanqe of correspondence 
demonstrates the mutual consent necessary for a binding agreement 
to change the project's location. Colmac stresses that CAlifornia 
follows the objective theory of contract, wb1ch finds mutual assent 
in the reasonAble meaning of the parties' word8 and actions and not 
from unexpresse<1 intentions or understandings.. 'l'Wice Edison 
required Colmac to meet certain conclitions- before Eclison would. 
grant its consent to' the relocation; twice Colmac fulf111ed: those 
concl1tions~.accordinq to, Colmac .. 
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Colmac believes that the May l5 letter contains Edison's 
express consent to, the relocation. In the letter, Edison accepts 
the letters from lID and Commissioner Vial as, approvals of the 
relocation, Colmac argues.. H4ving accepted them, Colmac slJ.ys 
Edison went on t~ agree to modify the original contract to 
accommodate the relocation: "With these approvals it is 
appropriate to proceed. with contract amendments •••• " 

Colmac states that it justifiably understood at this time 
th4t EdJ.son. made a f1l:m· and uncondJ.t.f.onal promise to change the 
project's location. MOreover, nothing Edison did or said in the 
following 13 months conflicted with this understanding, Colmac 
asserts. 

Colmac thus concludes that Edison has ~ailed to live up 
to its promise to change the contract's provisions to ACcommodate 
the relocation and that Edison has therefore breached the agreement 
to change the'site of the project. 

2. Proa!88orr E8toppel 
Px'omissory estoppel is a legal doctrine that may be 

applied when a party makes a promise to another party, and the 
promise is such that the party making the promise should reasonably 
expect the other-party t~ act or refrain from acting in reliance on 
the promise. The promise will be enforced',. even in the absence of 
a valid contract, if, injustice can be avoided only by sueh 
enforeement. 

In this case,. Colmac finds such a situation in Edison's 
promise to, ehange the faeility's loeation. Colmac sees the letter 
of May 150, 19'86·, as a fil:m promise to amend the contraet"s 
location provisions.. 

Colmac also believes that its reliance on Edison's. 
promise was both reasonable and substantial.. In' reliance on 
Edison's promise, Colmac states that it asked lID to perfo:m,a 

,method of serviee (XOS) study for the Mecca site; developed ~ 
,pe:r::m£ttinq, plan with, fe4eral, state" and local ageneies; entered 
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into a lease of the site~ performed engineering studies on the 
site; and relinquished its option to purchase the Coachella site. 

, Colmac asserts that Edison should have expected Colmac to 
rely on its promise. Edison knew that Colmac was pursuing these 
activities, Colmac contends, yet it did nothing to indicate to 
Colmac that Colmac was proceeding without Edison's concurrence. 

Finally,. Colmac argues that it would· :be unj.ust not: to 
enforce Edison's promise in light of all that has happened ... Since 
Colmac has relinquished its rights, to.the Coachella site, anCrsince 
the contract calls for the project to :be on line :by April 19'90·,. it 

. .' 
would be impossible to revive the project at the Coachella site .. 
ADd without the contract amendments Colmac would be unable to. 
proceed at the Mecca site. 

3·. Bad,hith 
California law imputes a covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing in every contract. Since ~he original power purchase 
agreement is a contract, the parties were subject to this covenant .. 
The covenant requires. each party to· refrain from doing anything to 
injure the right of the other party to receive the benefits of the 
agreement.... In add'ition, the Commission has required utilities to 
act in good faith in negotiations leading to contracts with QFa 
(Decision (D.) 82-01-103, pp .. 105-106·)-

Colmac believes that Edison'S- actions and inactions. in 
response to Colmac's request for a relocation have violated the 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 'Colmac lists four ways in 
which Edison has violated its duty to· deal in good faith. 

a. Failu:re to Deal v1th Colaac :in a 
'!"ply and Professional lanDer 

Colmacalleges that Edison violated its obligation of 
good faith and'fair dealing because it failed· to deal with Colmac 
in a timely, professional,. and businesslike manner. 

Colmac' argues' that Ed1sonwas extremely slow in 
respond1ng, to: Colmac"S request of Januaxy' 6".1986.,. for Edison's 
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consent to· the relocation. Ed1son's denial of Co!mac'S request was 
not conveyed until November 3, 1987, 22 months after Colmac's 
request. The contract allows 5 years, or 60 months, for the 
project to· come on line. Colmac forecasts that construction of its 
project will talce 26· months,. leaving 34 months for all other 
activities, including permitting, engineering, and financing. 
Colmac believes that for Edison to, COnBume 22 months out of these 
34 months to· answer a single request is ~onumental" baa faith. 

Colmac also· argues that Edison led it to believe that 
Edison had accepted the relocation of 'the project~ Edison's· 
actions from &y 1986· to Noveml:>er 1987 were consistent with 
acceptance of the relocation on May 15, 198·&,. according to Colmac. 
Edison's action and its silence .in the face of'Colmac's repeated. 
inquiries whether Ed.ison needed anyth1ng further led Colmac to 
believe that it had met all requ.irements. Colmae relied on 
Edison's actions 4nQ inoctions and pursued development of the Mecca 
8i te , and EdJ.son d'id nothing to· discourage Colmac' s reliance .. 

Edison behaved this way even though Colmac kept it 
informed of the project's progress.. Colmac regularly sent Edison 
copies of important documents: a request to lID for an MOS study 
on 'June 19, 198:6· (Ex., 75.); a project status report of August lS, 
198:6" including civil engineering, soil,. and hydrology stud.ies that 
were specific to the Mecca site (Ex.. 87); proposed amendments to· 
the contract on September 25-, 1986 (EX. 2S); the BlA's acceptAnCe 
of Colmac's application for a conditional use permit for a })iomass
fueled power plant on the cabazon Indian Reservation (Ex. 109); and 
the draft (Ex. 114) and final (Ex .. 224) copies of the plant 
connection agreement (PeA) with lID in November ancf December 1985. 
This corxespondence rout1nely invited Edison to contact Colmac with 
any questions or comments., but according to Colmac,. Edison never 
responded'to this, invitation. 

Repeated. calls to- Edison's- Ferguson in January and 
Februuy 198·7 led: to='promisesto- work on the amendments,. l:>ut 
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eventually responsibility for the Colmac project was reassigned to 
William McCroskey in February, with no proqress having been made on 
the amendments. 

McCroskey received the Colmac file from Ferquson at the 
same time as over two dozen others, and it took him three months 
just to organize and become familiar with the file~s contents. In 
About May 1987, MCCroskey became aware of the draft amendments that 
Colmae had. eubmitteCl 1.n September 1986,. John Mayb.in, Colmae's 
president, telephoned MCCroskey every ten days or so in April· and 
May 0'£ 19'87 to inquil:e about the progress on the amendments, and 
McCroskey represented that he was working on the amendments. 

In fact, Colmac continues, McCroskey never produced a 
document related to the amendments. He testified that he spent 
time gathering his· thoughts and assembling information in 
preparation to writing the amendments, but he had' not actually 
begun drafting when Edison rejected the relocation request in 

~ 

November 1987. During this time, McCroskey also never requeste4 
any information from Colmacw 

Colmac believes that Edison~s pattern of behavior in its 
handling of the Colmac request was ~ore than just bureaucratic 
inefficiency; SCE has dealt with Colm.ac .in bad faith." 

b. bi1ure to CoIapni,ca1r.§ Bslis911' s Requirements 
In anticipation of Edison's claim that Colmac never met 

the conditions that Edison set for its approval of the relocation, 
Colmac argues that Edison failed to communicate its requirements. 
Colmac believes that Edison's suggestion that Colmac should have 
been aware of these requirements, by inference or aS8umption~ is 
faulty. 

Edison alleged that Colmac failed to supply it with 
certain details- of .the transmission service provided by IIO. 
Edison pointed to the letter of May 15-, 1986 (Ex. 68) , whic:h 
stated, "Specific deta11s of your interconnec:tionand service 
a.greements with tIO will be needed." Colmac: asserts. that it never 
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received any communication from Edison that identified what 
specific details it needed. Edison alleged that its letter of 
July 29, 1985 (EX. 29), solicited the details, but Colmac responds 
that that letter contains no discussion of details. 

Colmac points out that the specific details that Edison 
finally listed in response to an inte:c:oqatox:y from, Colmac were in 

fact met in various documents that Colmac' had supplied' to Edison on 
or before December 31, 198'6 .. 

Similarly, Edison alleged that Colmac failed to comply to . 
its request for an "agreed to transmission path." However, Col.m.l!lc 
argues that the term came up as part of Ecl'.i.son' 8 request conveyed 
by Edward Meyers' letter of April 21, 1986- (Ex. 5,5..), anci Nola's 
letter of May 15·, 1986" indicated that the request had :been met. 
Colmac asserts that-Edison never informed it that it had failed to 
provide details. o,f the agreed-to, transmission path. 

Edison also a11e9'ed that Colmac was informed that it 
needed to, supply Edison with a copy of its transmission service 
agreement (~SA) with IID. Colmac disputes this contention. 
Colmac's witnesses testifieci that no one at Colmac haci ever 
received such a request" and Colmac's repeated inquiries whether 
Edison needed any further transmission informdtion after it had 
received a copy of the IID-Colmae PCA were met with silence. 
Colmac concludes that this argument is an after-the-fact excuse to 
attempt to just.i.fy Edison's bad faith. 

Colmae also finds, bad faith in Edison's leading COlmac 
into believing that progress on the amendments was proceedinq 
without problems. Edison made no, comments on the draft or final 
PeA. with IID~ and Colmac reasonably concluded that Edison accepted. 
the PCA. M has. been discussed,. McCroskey told Colmac he was. 
working on the amendments starting in the spring' of, 1987 .. In 
a.ddi tion" Eciison'· never responcied ,'to Colmac' s repeated' inquiries 
whether Edison need.ecl"any further information" from, Colmac. 
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c:. SbJ.ftiDq and XDc:onsistent Reasons for 
ClaimiM Ro'-Agxeement to Allow the Relocation 

ColmAc contends that Edison has supplieci shifting and 
inconsistent reasons for repudiating its consent to the relocation 
of the' project. These reasons have been expressed in various 
ways--in Edison's responses to- the concerns of local governments 
and agenCies, in its answer to the complaint, and in its testimony 
in this proceeding. 

Colmac lists, several reasons that it believes Edison has. 
relied on, and Colmac presents its, facts and arguments to, support 

. . 
its contention that the reasons were not legit~te. These reasone 
include lack of a formal order from the Commission approving the 
relocation. Colmac points out that this condition was not conveyed 
to Colmac until June 29, 1987, well after Colmac had obtained a 
supporting letter trom Commiss;i.oner V;i.al on April 28, 1986, in 
response to an earlier request by EcU.son. 

The opposition of local governments was a spurious 
reason, according tOo Col.mae" because it had no bearinq on this case 
and because the head of one of these governments, Rivers;i.de County, 
cl4X'ified that Edi8on's actions in the Colmac :matter would have no 
effect on later relations between the County and Edison (Ex. 269). 

Colmac continues by noting that Edison's claimed concern 
about the interests of ratepayers was not reflected in Edison's 
dealings with Colmac: Edison never asked for any concessions in 
exchange for its consent to the relocation .. 

Edison's asserted concern about the per.mittinq for the 
project is also invalid, Colmac argues. Even if Edison i8 assumed 
not to have any general knowledge about federal jurisdiction over 
Indian lancls, Colmac provided specific information about pe:cnitting 
for its project on October 15·, 19'86. On thAt date Colmac sent 
Edison copies of its application to the BlA for a use permit for 
the Mecca site and. 'the BIA' 8 notice of acceptance of the ... .' . 

,application (-EX. 109~).. Included· in the packet 84tnt to Edison was a 
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summary of permitting requirements. That s~ is explicit about 
the federal role in the permitting for the projeet and states, , , 
"'Because of the location of the plant on Indian land:, held in trust 
by the 0.$,. Congress, no land use permit from Riverside County will 
:be involved... Colmac argues further that the contract with Edison 
mentions permitting for the limited purpose of requiring Colmac to 
obtain all nece8s~ pe~ts and that Edison has admitted that it 
was not really conce%'neci' with the pexmi tt1ng of QFs .• 

As has :been dlscussed previously, Colmae also- beliwes 
that Edison's claimed concerns about transmission arrangements with 
lID are a specious reason raised only to c4mouflage Edison's 
repuQiation of its agreement to allow the relocation of the 
project. Colmae supplied all documents and information requested 
b~ Edison, and Colmac repeatedly inquired about whether Edison 
neededanythinq further. Edison never responded to these 
inquiries, according to, Colmac. CoJ.mac concludes, "SeE hA$ 

continually created one' alleged ' reqllirement' after another; each 
time one was met by Colmac, SCE created another. The evidence has 

shown each to- :be illusory. The scope of SCE's misrepresentations 
and inconsistencies with respect to- transmission issues .in this 
case is so· pervasive and egregious as to constitute manifest bad 
faith ... 

d. Concealing the Decision to- RepadJ.ate 
the COnsent 1C9 Relocation 2£ the Project 

Finally, Colmac finds· bad faith in Edison's behavior. 
after it decided to- repudiate its consent for relocation of the 
project. 

Edison decided in May 1987 not t~ go through with the 
relocation. of the project, Colmac states. But Colmac was not 
info:cued of this clecis10n until November 3, six months later. 
During this~ period, ,Colmac sent several letters to E,cU.son. that 
clearly revealed'that. Colmac was proceedl.ng with its., work on the 
Mecca site, anci Colmaehad three -faee~t~face meetings with key 
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Edison personnel, ineludinq those who made the decision not to 

consent to the relocation. Colmac follo~ed the last of these 
meetinqs with a letter that said, "As, you know, we have continued 
to rely on our agreement with SCE coneerninq approval of our 
Px'oject's site reloeation and contraet performance.... Despite this 
clear expression of Colmac" s understandinq, Edison never disa~eed. 
with this statement, and waited over two months before it finally 
informed Colmac of the decision made six months earlier. 

For all of these reasons, Colmae eoncludes that Edieon 
has violated the covenant of qood faith and fair dealing that is. '" 
part of every californ.i.a eontraet.. Colmac believes that these 
violations justify its requested relief. 

4. ~ol_c' 8 Reqgested· Relief 
Colmac ' s· request has many elements·, but the basic request 

is for an order direetinq Edison to amend the contract to 
accommodate the Mecca site.. Colmac notes that amendments will 
be necessary to reflect the new location, to, compensate for the 
intervening delay caused by Edison's actions, and to' incorporate 
the role of lID in interconnecting with Colmac and delivering 
Colmac's, power to Edison. Colmac argues that the Commission has 
the jurisdiction to make such en order. 

In addition" Colmac requests that the payments under the 
contract should be adjusted for the delay. Onder interim S04, the 
energy payments may be fixed for the first ten years of the 
project's life. Because the firm operation date will necessarily 
be del~yed due to the dispute with Edison, the first ten years of 
operatioD will extend beyond the years explicitly covered in the 
contract, whieh extend. only to 1999'. ColmAe: sugqests that the 
enerqypayments within the first ten years of the projeet~s 
operation. but beyond' 1999 be paid at the rate established for 1999', 
15-.6- cents/kilowatt-b~Ur (kWh) .. 

, The capaeity paYments also, depend on the date, of the 
pro,ject's firm, operation. The tables attached' to 'the eontract 40 
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,not cover projects beginning after 1989. Colmac argues that the 
,payments set forth in the contract should be extended as necessary 
at the average escalation rate usea to develop the payments, for 
projects start.:f.nq 'firm operation from 1985 to 1990" 7.6% per year. 
For the expected fix'm operation of the project in 1992, the 
resulting capacity payment would be $246 per kilowatt-yell%' .. 
B. Bdi8on' S pqsiUoP 

Edison agrees ~ith Colmac that a central issue in this 
case is whether Edison consented to' t~e relocation of the project •. 
As might be expected, Edison comes to the opposite conclusion from 
Colmac on this issue. 

Edison asserts that its acquiescence in ColmAc's request 
was expressly contingent on Colmac's securing both interconnection 
and transmission arrangements with lID. Up' to November 3, 1987, 

, when Edison denied Colmac's request, Colmac had never met this 
important and' necessary condition.. In the absence of such an 
agreement, Edison believes that it was entitled under the contract 
to deny Co!mac's request for modification of the existing contract. 

Edison's argument has several elements~ 
1. Xntexcosmection, and 'rranpi 8sion 

).9DeMDts with tID Are NececusN:X 

The Colmac contract resulted from Colmac's acceptance of 
504.. However, 504', as a fo:on contract, was des;i.qned for a typical 
project that could· directly interconnect with Edison'S system. 
Colmac's project, whether located at Coachella or Mecca, is in 
lID's service territorr and is too far from Edison's Mlrage 
substation for a practical direct interconnection to Eclison's· 
system·, accordiXlg to Edison. At either loc:ation Colmac needed te> 
arrange to get its power to lID's, system (intorconnection) and' from 
the point of interconnection to Edison's system (transmiSSion 
service) • Thus, at either, location. Colmac needed· te>' obtain 
inte:rconneetion and.· transmission a9'reement8 with lID ,and to,· supply .. ' 
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that information to- Edison so that the contract could De 
appropriately modified. 

The need for modification was known to the partie$ at the 
time of contracting. Edison states that even in late MArch 198:5·, 
Colmac was still actively considering five site$. Since 504 was 
site specific, Edison would not enter into such a contract without 
proof of site control,. a requirement that was later endorsee by tho 
Commission as part of the QFMP. 

On April 12, 1.985·, Colmac obtained an option on the. 
Coachella site. A copy of the option; which served as proof of 
site control, was provided to Edison on April 17, the same day that 
the contract wae signed. At that point, Edison had. understood., 
based on Colmac's representations, that the project was located. 
near enough to the Mlraqe eubstation to permit direct 
interconnection to Edison's system. 

During this. tS-me, just before the Commission's suspension 
of interim- 504 on April 17, many developers were seeking to obtain 
S04-based contracts, and Edison often accepted the developer's 
representa~ions about a pro·jec:t, subject to later analysis. In 
Colmac's case, Edison 4qreed to sign the contract even though 4Xl 

MOS study, which determines in detail the scope and. cost of a 
project's interconnection with Edison, had not.yet been perfo:z:med.; 
the MOS study was done after the contract was signed. 

When the MOS stud.y was completed" in June 19'8S., it 
revealed. that the project was not near Mirage but was some 20 miles 
away, according to- Edison. At this d.istance, cli:r:ect 
interconnection with Ed.ison was infeasible'" and arrangements with 

IID would be needed. This discovery also made it impossible to 
complete Append.ix A to the contract, the interconnection facilities 
agl:eement (IFA) .. 

On July 29, 1935-, Edison's Ferguson wrote Colmac's" 
Johnson to infom. him that· d.irect :Lnterconneetion, w1thEcU.son would 

',' J • '" 

require const.ructionof a transmission line, woU'ld also require 
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IID's consent, and would be expensive. He sU9geste4 that ColmAc 
work with IID to interconnect with, lID's systom so that lID could 
transmit the power to Edison. The letter (Ex. 29) continued: 

"Since it is unclear what the exact nature of 
the interconnection 4greement that you obtain 
with lID rill be, I suggest for the time be.i.ng 
that the existing contract be left in place. 
Necessary amendments CAn be ma4e after it is 
clear what is neede4 as determined by your 
arrangements with lID." 

Colmac pursued Ferquson's suggestion to- negotiate 
transmission and interconnection arrangements, with lID',. Mel Colmac 
understood that Appendix A could not be completed until .the 
arrangements were made final. In OCtober 1985·, Johnson wrote 
Ferguson (Ex. 41): 

"Once aqain I would like to· confirm and 
acknowledge our prior and continuing 
unders'tand'1nq that the necessary aendments to 
our Power'Sales Contract will be made at the 
time the interconnect and wheeling arrangements 
are completed with the Imperial Irrigation 
District .... 

Thus" Edison argues that from mid-198S, Colmac knew that 
the contract required. ~endments to reflect its finAl arrangements 
with lID and that·the amendments could not be completed until 
Colmac had reached its final arrangements with IID. 

2'. Col:mac bew that Axrang8J8enta with 110 
Were Jreeded- Before the Contract COuld 
Be Amended" to Reflect the :Rev S1te 

Edison argues that it made clear from the outset of its 
dealings with Colmac that both interconnection and transmission 
arrangements with lID were needed before Edison could agree to the 
relocation of the project. 

Even before the contract was signed, Edison told Colmac 
on January 3·1, 19'85-, t~t,. since the pro:,-ect was outside .0£ 

Edison's terri tory, Colmac would neecl to· interconnect to lID's 
system and' reach aqreement with lID for' transmission service' to· 
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Edison's system (Ex. 5). Colmac appeared to understand that 
requirement I and in August 19'85-, after the MOS study conf1:cned 
Edison's initial impression about arrangements with lID, Colmac 
requested lID to study the cost of interconnecting to lID and 
transDlitting power to EcU.son (EX~ 33) .. 

Edison reminded Colmae of these requirements after it 
received the formal request for relocation... Meyers' letter of 
April 21, 1986-, stated that the ComuU.ssion's, support and "an agreed 
to transmission path to' the Edison point of delive:y at Miraqe 
Substation"' were -absolutely necess~·-before Edison could amend 
the contract (Ex .. 55.,. Edison notes that the tem "'agreed to 
transmission path" refers to the means to- deliver power from the 
project to Edison's system and is a common te~ in the electric 
industry. It is a contractual term that would normally be' defined 
in a transmission service agreement. . . 

The letter of MIll' 15 (Ex .. 68) repeats this requirement:: 
"['X"lhe existing agreement contemplates a direct 
interconnection with Edison and, therefore, 
contract changes will be' necessary to reflect 
that your proj'ect will now be interconnecting 
with the lID system. Specific details. of your 
interconnection and service agreements with lID 
will be needed .. It, 

Even after interconnection was arranged when the plant 
connection agreement was executed between Colmac and lID, Edison 
asserts, Colmac was aware that a TSA needed to, be arranged.. '!'Wo 
sections of the PCA (Ex'. 124) refer to' a TSA "to- be entered into." 
In addition, Ferguson testified that he made it clear in meetinq 
with Colmac personnel that a TSAwas required. 

Colmac characterized the actions of Edison"s. personnel in 
late 1986 and' early 19S:7 as inefficient bureaucracy or bad" faith, 
but Eelison argues that its employees" actions wexe entirely 
consistent both with Edison's position that Colmac needed ,.to, secure 
transm.ission arrangements with IID' before ~e contract could be 
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. . . 

modified to, ~eflect the relocation and with Edison's understanding 
that Colmac knew what was ~equired .. 

V1ewed from this perspective, Edison's handling of the 
amendments takes on an entirely different character. Although 
Colmac's Maybin complAined that Ferguson d1d not retu:n his calls, 
he could not recall that he ever left messages; without a mes84qe, 
Ferquson would not know that a return call was expected. Also, 
Mayb1n'8 dissatisfaction with the p~ogress on the amendments never 
reached the level that led him to· t:.ry to call Fe~guson' s 
supervisor. Similuly, in the initial meeting with MCCroskey, the 
need for amendments was not raised. McCroskey recalled that 
subsequent conversations with Maybin were checks on the 'status of 
the project. Acco:cdinq to· Edison, no· one told'McCroskey of 4Ily 
deadline for the amendments or expressed any urgency for the 
complet:Lon of the amendments.. He had no reason to believe, or to 
think that, Colmac believed, that the PCA siqned in December 1986 
could also serve a8 A TSA. McCroskey understood that the 
amendments could not be completed until the TSA was supplied. 

Thus, Edison argues that, rather than bad faith or 
bu:reaucrat1c inefficiency, all of Edison's acts toward Colmac were 
consistent w1th Edison's view of the ci:ccumstances during this 
time.. Edison WAS not prepared to amend the cont~Act until both the 
PCA and TSA hAd been secured, and it was Edison's understanding 
that Colmac knew that both these agreements were required .. 

3. IntereoDD8C't1on aDd 'lXlSDIIJai8aiOD 
Service AgxeeWmts Wexe Pre:ceqa..i.siteJl. 
to Ed11OD'!5. CODIIent to the Relocation 

Edison contends that the- interconnection and transmission 
service agreements were not mer& details, 4S Colmac port~ayed them. 
Rathe:c, Edison· would not agree 'to' any contrAct modific4t.tOM 
without assurance that Colmac could" dellver the . power· contracted 
fo:r:. 

." 
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The main reason for Edison's position was its uncertainty 
about lID's transmission capacity.. At this time, the existing 
transmission allocation on IID's system was almost entirely spoken 
for })y other QFs. Capacity for a project the size of Colmac's clid 
not exist,. and Edison was concerned that Colmac would not be able 
to proceed. with its project~ Colmac apparently viewed a letter of 
March 21, 1986-, to ColmAc from lID· as. a tranamiss:i.on agreement, but 
Edieon made clear in the letter of MAy 15- that it did not view the 
letter in the smile way.. In acldit'ion, Hexu:y Legaspi of lID 
testif·ied tb4t the letter was not a transmission agreement, Edison 
argues. 

This interpretation was confirmed and communicated to' 

Colmac in A letter from lID of August 19, 1987' (EX. 178), in 
response to Co1mac"s request for IIO to reconfi:z:m its Agreement to 
transmit power for Colmac: 

"This is to- confirm our conversation that the 
Imperial Irrigation District (IID) if' prepared 
to enter into- a transmission service agreement 
with ColmAc Energy, Inc.. ...... lID w111 
interconnect your facility into our electrical 
system as per Plant Connection Agreement of 
December 23, 19'86· and would. enter into- '" 
Transmission Service Agreement with Colmae, if 
transmission capability exists· between the 
Mirage and.' Devers, Substations." 

As of Novem])er 3, 1987, when Edison denieci Colmac's 
request for relocation of the project, Colm.o.c could not ensure that 
its power would. be transmitted to Edison's system, and it haa not 
executed a 'rSA with 1ID,. according to' Edison... Not until JlJ:tJ.uary 
1988: did Colmac finally enter into a 'rSA with 1IO (Ex. 249).. Unaer 

I . 

these circumstances, Eaison believes that its refusal to' consent t~ 
the relocation was reasonable .. 

4. Loea,l Gcmy; ""gt, OQpoaesl the Relocation 
In its relOCAtion request of January 6" 19,86, Co-lmac 

representecl·that the,relocation'WQuld "s1:mplify.a.nd.s1:l:eamline the 
perJD!ttin9 proCesses with . the local, stAte, ancr .. federal· 9OV8:clUDent 
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agencies." Edison did not understand this statement to'mean that 
state and local agencies would be entirely removed from the 
per.m1tting process for the project. When the local governments 
began informing Edison of their objections to· the project in May 
and June of 1987, Edison reevaluated the Colmac situation. Edison 
acknowledges that local opposition is not a sufficient reason to 
deny the relocation, but Edison's aWOJ:'eness of the actual 
permdtting process and the local opposition led it to· reevaluate 
its posture towards the project. 

S.. Denial of the _location Requelt 
As stated earlier, Edison maintains that its consent to 

the relocation of Colmac's. project was express;y contingent on 
Colmac's securing both interconnection and transmission service 
arrangements with lID. Colmac obtained the PCA in Oecember 
19'8'6, but it ~elayed in obtaining a 'l'SA with IID. Meanwhile,. the 
Commission"s and Edison's stances toward QFs evolved· while the 
relocation request was pending.. Edison points to the suspens.ion of 
S02 and S04, the fall and stabilization of oil and gas prices at 
levels far, below those- assumed in the forecasts underly1ng the 
prices under Colmac' IS contract, ancl the rapid development of 

overcapacity on Edison"s, system as some of the events that affected 
Edison'S approach to QFs-. 

When local governments made Edison aware of their 
opposition· to· the Colmac project in May and June 1987, Edison 
reviewed the economic analysis. of the contract from the ratepayers' 
perspective. The review concluded that the contract was likely to 
result in overpayments of up to- $88 million and that oil prices 
would have to rise to $47 .. 39 per barrel in 1990 and· to $69 .. 48 per 
barrel in 1995· to match the assumptions that were used in 
developin~ the prices in the Colmac contract. 

In keeping· with its .. tough but :fair" policy on 
modifications, to contracts with QFs,. Edison determined'that the 
qreat likelihood '. of '·substantial 10sle8 to ratepayers ,dictated' that 

,', ' 
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it should not consent to the relocation of the project. Edison 
remains willinq to live up to the original contract if Colmac can 
construct its plant at the Coachella Site, but it will not consent 
to the relocation requested by Colmac. 

6-.. Bdi80n Hap lOt SdsUlecl: AnY DeIV' in the Pro1ec;t 
Edison rejects Colmac's contention that Edison has caused 

a delay in the proqreas, of the project. First~ Edison argues that 
Colmac took all steps in the development of the Mecca site at its 
own risk, since-Edison had not consented to the relocation. 
Second, Colmac could not commence conStruction at the Mecca site 
until it had received all permits, and at least two necessarY 
permits were not qranted until mid-1988. Eclison views the permits 
as the primary reason for Any construction delay. 

7. Colmac' 8 AlleqatioDS Are 
Bot SUPPOrted.' l!Y the.-ZACts 

'Finally" Edison addresses the specific causes of action 
contained in Colmac' s complaint. Edison contends that the 
evidence presented -in this proceeding does not support any of 
Co~c's claims. 

Edison believes it treated Colmac and its representatives 
in good faith at all times. Even though it informed Colmac that 
its general policy was not to permit relocations- (EX .. 47), it 
agreed to review Colmac's proposal. It then stated the two 
conditions--evidence of the Comm.iss1on's support and firm 
arrap.gements with lID for interconnection and' transmission 
service--that were necessary for its consent. Ed1son negotiated in 
good. fa1th to a set of con4itions that, once they were satisfied, 

- . 
would- permit Edison to mnend the contract. Edison prepared itself 
to- go ahead once those eond1t1on8 were satis·f1ed. 

Colmae'l!I· claim> of breach of contract is q:rounded on the 
existence of an agreement, documented.' in the exchange of 
co:a:elpondence that took place in, early 19'e:6~r tc)< -amencl-' the or1q1nal 
contract to accommodate the relocation~ Edison contends that nO 
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such aqreement existed.. In terms of contract law, Edison believes 
that it rejected Colmac's original offer and made a counteroffer 
that contained two contingencies. One of these contingencies, the 
TSA, was not fulfilled before Edison rejected the request for 
relocation, or, in legal tel:l'lU5, withdrew its counteroffer. Thus, 
there was no completed aqreement on the relocation request ana' no 
contract to be breached, in. Edison's opinion .. 

In addition, the law requires some sort of exchange of 
value" or cona-ideration,for a valid' modification of An eXisting . 
eont%'act. Consideration must :be bargained for, and the evidence is 
clear that there was no· bargaining on this topic and no exchange, 
according to Edison. Furthermore, the remedy Colmac requests, 
8pecific performance of the alleged contract, requires a higher 
standard of "adequate consideration,~ and requires the party 
seeking enforcemenit~ allege and prove that the contract is just 
and reasonable.. Edison believes, that the alleged modification 
fails to rise to the level of an enforceable agreement on all of 
these counts. 

Edison also notes that Colmac's claim that sufficient 
consiaeration existed directly conflicts with its invocation of the 
doctrine of promisso~ estoppel, which functions as a substitute 
for consiaeration and does not apply if consideration is present. 

Moreover, both parties contemplated that written 
amendments to the contract would need to be aqreecl· on: and. executed 
to effect the relocation. S'ince a formal And written amendment WAS 

contemplated, the law i8, clear that no new contract would be 
consummated until the fo:rmal amendment was executed, according to 
Eelison. 

Edison disputes Colmac's allegation that it had decided 
not to consent to' the relocation six months before the refusal was 
communicated to' CoJ.mac on November 3, 198·'. Co1m4e's poSition is 
based. on a aecision made by Glenn Bjorklund', one of Edison's· vice, 
presidents, but that was only hi8personal.deei8io~, and'Dot a 
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corporate decision of Edison. Further investigation was made and 
additional meetings with Colmac took pl.ace, but eventually 
Bjorklund confirmed his earlier decision and recommended to 
Edieon"s ManAgement Committee that the request be denied. The 
MAnagement Committee agreed in a meeting of November 3, 1987, and 
the decision of Edison was communicated' to Colmac on thB same day. 

Edison responds to Colmac' s allegations. thAt the doctrine 
of promissox:y estoppel applies in this case by pointing out that 

• one element of this doctrine is a cle~ and unambiguous promiee to 
do or.refrain fromdoinq something. In Edison's view, no such 
prom.ise was mode. In 4dclition, ColmAc proceed.ed at its own risk 
wd' .. th the development of the project, and its reliance was not 
reasonable and foreeeeable, as the doctrine requires. Thus, the 
doctrine has no application to the facts of this case. 

Edison finds Co!mac's contentions somewhat confusing, so 
it also addreesed the doctrine of estoppel, which is quite distinct 
from promisso:cy estoppel. An essential element of this doctrine il5 
a concealment orll'1isrepresentation of material facts. Edison 
believes the evidence shows that no such concealment or 
misrepresentation occurred, and the doctrine does not apply. 

For all of these reasons, Edison concludes. that Colmac's. 
complaint should be denied. 
c. ORA' 8 PositiQD. 

ORA takes no position on whether Colmac and EQison agreed 
to amend the contract to· reflect the relocation. If the Commission 
grants Colmac' 8 requested. relief, however, ORA strongly recommends 
that the order should, make it clear that the determination of this 
complaint does not mean that Edison is automatically entitled t~ 
recover in rates all of' its payments under the contract. The 
reasonableness of the mnended contract should:be revieWed. with 

other ~power ..• puchase8. in the Ed1son'. Ener~ Cost Acljustment Clause 
(ECAC) . proceedin9'·~ 
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ORA also asks the Commission to affirm that the primary 
measure of the reasonableness of modifications to existing 
contracts is that the modifications. should be balanced by 
concessions benefiting ratepayers of commensurate value to the 
requested modifications. Even though this standard was not 
explicitly stated at the time that Edison was considering Colmac's 
request for relocation, ORA believes that this notion is. so 
grounded in common sense that it is included in the standard that 
the Commission haa always set fo: uti;ities: utilities. are . 
expected to act in a prudent and reasonable manner. 

ORA notes that the Commission has recently adopted 
principles governing the utilities' administration of contracts 
with QFs (0.88-10-032).. In that deci.8ion, the' question arose about 
the effect of. the guidelines on previously negotiated amendments. 
The Commission declined "'to excuse- utilities 'from considering 
viability and'other.principles articulated in these guidelines. just 
because the deal was made before the effective date of this order." 
·ORA. believes that this statement is consistent with its 
recommendation in this case. 

Edison commented on ORA's positiOns in its reply' brief. 
Edison points out that on its recommendation Colmac obtained a 
letter supporting the relocation from Commissioner Vial. ORA's 
approach is retrospective and would have Edison apply a different 
standard to the relocation request than was being applied by a 
Commissioner during the same period. Moreover, Eclison l:>elieves the 
Commission endorsed its poSition in 0 .. 88-10-032', when it stated., 
"negotiated modifications to- a standard offer should be judged ~ 
the standards and circumstances in existence at the time the deals 
were made ... • Edison states thct it always. actecl reasonably and that 
its actioJl8 should not be subject to aciditionAl r~ew in anECAC 

proceeding. 
'DRA alao.opposes Colmac's request .in its opening brief 

for • an order' allow1nq' the capacity prices in the contract. to. 
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escalate to compensate for delay in the operation of the prQje~. 
Nowhere in the complaint, the exhibits, or the hearings did Colmac 
raise' this contention, ORA claims. On this ground alone, ORA 

believes that the requested escalation shoulcl be denied. In 
addition, ORA argues that- the Commission does not have the 
jurisdiction to order increased capacity payments~ Increased 
capacity prices are essentially payment of damAges, and the 
COmmission has no author~ty to' award clamages, ORA states. 
Furthermore, the COmmission has alrea~y faced a similar issue'and 
has rejected the position presented l:>y Colmac (0.88-08-054). 
D.. B1v!Pide and C'Wj'I Position 

The County of Riverside and the Coachella Valley 
Association of Governments (jointly referred to as Riverside) filed. 
a brief opposing the relief Colmac seeks. 

First, Riverside asserts that Colmac has not demonstrated 
thAt it has cont%'ol over the Mecca site. Colmac failed to produce 
its lease during the hearings and :z:elied on an option to lease, 
which l:>y its own terms expired well before the complaint was filed. 
The alleged: lease is not'recorded in Rive:cside County, as it i8-
%'equired to be under federal regulations" according to Riverside~ 

Because Colmae has failed to prove that it controls the 
relocation site, and because its requestecl relief is entirely 
dependent on its right to construct the project on that site, 
Riverside concludes that the Commission should deny Colmac's 
complaint. 

Second, Riverside believes that public policy argues 
against granting Colmac its requested relief. MAny o.ffeetecl local 
communities oppose the construction of the project at the Mecca 
site (see Ex. 191, 193, 194, 20l, 202, and 207). In addition, the 
suspension of S04 and the excess co.pacity that lea to that 
suspension demonstrate the har.m to ratepayers of such projects. . '. , 

Accordingly, the Commission should cleny,allrequests'for JD4ter1al 
uendment!J- to S04-basecl contracts., Granting Colmac"s' relief woUld.· 
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revive an otherwise dormant project and ensure a detrimental effect 
on ratepayers, Riverside argues. At a minimum, the Commission 
should extract some concessions from Colmac before approving any 
amendments to c~ out the relocation. 

Finally, Riverside contests Colmac's allegation that ~he 
acts of local governments and agencies constituted an 
~ncontrollable force under the contract. Riverside argues that 
there is no evidence that any acts of these entities prevented 
Colmac from perfOrming its obligatio~ under its contract with 
Edison or affected Edison's reactions to the 'relocation request. 
Under the ter.ms of the contract, therefore, there was no 
uncontrollable force that would excuse Colmae from performing its 
obligations under its contract. Riverside concludes that the parts 
of the complaint relating to· the allegations of uncontrollable 
force should. be denied. 

Por'these reasons, Riverside urges the Commission to deny 
the complaint. 
E. COlMc" Re8pon1e 

Colmac finds several legal and factual errors in Edison's 
brief. 

Colmac reasserts its position that Edison consented to 
allow relocation of the project.. Colmac ar9U~s that Edison's 
in.terpretation. of the MAy lS letter violates a reasonable reading 
of the letter and the objective theory of contract that applies in 
California. Colmac thinks that a plain reading of this letter 
leads to the conclusion that Edison unconditionally accepted 
Colmac's request after Colmac had met conaitions earlier set by 
Edison for its consent. Edison's interpretation is strained to 
create a condition where· none exists, according to Colmac. ~he 

condition Edison posits, eoncern1nq details· of the interconnection 
and. transmission service agreement8 with lID, applied regardless. ,of 
whether the s·i te was built at Coachella ·or Hacc",,· and thus had no 
effect on Eclison"s consent to, the relocation.' 
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Colmac also disputes Edison's contention that there was 
no consideration for the relocation agreement. ColmAc beli~es the 

law is clear that change in mutual obligations :resulting from the 
amendment of the or1qinal contract supplies sufficient 
consideration to enforce the agreement. 

Edison's denial of the application of the doctrine of 
promissory estoppel depends on its assertion that it made n~ 
promise that Colmac could have reasonably relied on. Colmac 
continues to believe that it has demonstrated the existence o~ such 
a promise and that the doctrine provides a basis for enforcing ~e 
promise. 

ColmAc also· finds that Edison has based its argument tM.t 
it negotiated in good faith on assertions that, are contradicted by 

the evidenee in this case. These assertions concern the 
transmission arrangements with IIO, statements of Edison's· 
employees, an~ when the· decision was made to deny COlmaC'3 
relocation request~ 

Colmac also believes that the evidence is clear that 
proqress on the permitting and construction of the project was 
directly and immediately affected by Edison's denial of ColmAc's 
relocation request on Noveml:>er 3, 1987. 

Colmac denies Riverside's allegation that it does not 
have site control over the Mecca site. Although BIA has a policy 
against public disclosures of its lease, the evidence is clear that 
BIA believed that Colmae has a valid lease and that Edison was 
supplied with sufficient info:r:mation to verify the Colmac haCisite 
control. ColJnAc also believes that Riverside has misinterpreted 
the federal· regulation it· eites, and'that this regulation does. not 
require' that a lease :be, reeorded in the circumatanc8S relevant to· 
this case. 
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xxx.. Dise:a~~ 

A.. 1}aclcgxound 
When we chose to develop the standard offers to fulfill 

in part our obligations under PURPA, one o·f our hopes was that the 
existence of the standard offers would allow us to avoid the 
necessity of detailed review of individual contracts between 
utilities and what promised to be a multitude of OFs~ The economic 
'and natural resources of California seemed particularly well suited 
to the development of the independent generators that PORPA was 
intended to stimulate~ and we concluded that a case-by-case review 
of individual contracts would soon prove to be unwieldy. Thus, we 
engaged in the sometimes tedious and laborious· task of developing 
form contracts that the utili ties were required t~ offer to- QFs ... 
Once we approved these standard offers, the utility'·s. purchases 
under the contracts' were presumed to be reasonable, and' we hoped 
that this prior approval and presumption of reasonableness would 
also speed up the review of the reaso%Ul.bleness of the utility's. 
overall purchases ... 

The standard offers were also designed to neutralize the 
tremendous· bargaining power of the utility as the only purchaser of 
the QF's power. We adopted several requirements to ease 
negotiations between utilities and QFs, but the QF's ultimate 
bargaining power was its right to accept the standard offer if it 
could not come to different terms with the utility. 

Once the OF and the utility signed a contract--either one 
of the standard offers or a negotiated contract--we~had hoped that 
our subsequent role would be limited to the usual review of the 
reasonableness of the utility'S purchases and administration of its 
contracts with OFs.. If later disputes developed between the 
utility and the OF about the performance of the contract, we 
presumed that the-parties would turn to· the common· resources for 
resolving such ciispute,s--negotiations, arbitration, anci,. if 
neces,sary, the courts·.· 
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Colmac has stated its complaint in this case in a way 
that was intended to- fall within the limited role we have said. we 
would assume in these disputes, and we have addressed several 
ancillary issues in narrowing the scope of this ease .. 
Nevertheless, it is now clear, after we have narrowed the ease to 
its essential elements, that the primary points of the complaint 
boil down to dispute~ that frequently arise around contracts· of all 
types and that have been addressed in several hundred years of 
contract law. This ease turns on choosing a plausible set of facts· 
from the different versions- presented to us and apply principles of 
esta~lished law to those .facts.. very few of the essential issues 
of this complaint require our special expertise to resolve; most of 
the issues could. have been handled ~y the normal means of dispute 
resolution. 

At this point, having accepted the complaint, conducted 
the hearings, and evaluated the arguments of the briefs, we will 
not direct the complainant to another forum. But eomplainant and 
other parties· should recognize that we have no special expertise to 
address the legal and equitable claims that are essential to this 
complaint, and our processes are neither intended nor struetured to 
decide the detailed. legal issues that are at the heart of the 
complaint and defense. Although we try our utmost to decide these 
cases correctly, our decisions typically rely more on policy 
concerns,. fairness, and common sense than on a detailed study o·f 
pertinent legal precedents. In short, we strongly recommend that 
contractual disputes that require resolution of narrow legal issues 
should be initiated in forums that are better suited to decide 
those issues justly and correctly. 
B - l?le Agx'eements to Modify the Contx:act 

Although none of the parties have analyzed the facts in 
precisely this way, we conclud.e from our review of the evidence 
presented at the hearing that the parties arrived. a.t twO' related' 
agreements to, mod'ify the original contract .. 
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1. ID.tel:CoxmectiOD ADd TraDSlllJ.saioD 
service fro. XIP 

The first aqreement. arose from the fact. t.hat. Colmac's 
project was outside Edison's service territo:cy.. The original 
contract contemplated a direct interconnection to the Mlrage 
substation. As early as January 3l, 198:S, Edison hael alerted 
~olmac to, the possibility that it would have to interconnect with 
IID anel obtain an aqreement to transmit its generation over IIO~s 
system to Edison's sys'tam' (EX. 5·).. At the time of the siqni1'1g of 
the contract on April 17, 19'85, however, Colmac believed· that, its. 
project would interconnect directly with Edison's system. 

Edison'S practice during this peri04was to sign an 
agreement even before it had the details of a project'"s 
interconnection with Edison's system. Tnese details would be 
incorporatecl later in an IFA, Appendix A to the contract.. It 
notified ColmAc on April 22 that Colmac: must sign the IFA within 45 
days. of the completion of the MOS study, which Edison had begun 
(Ex. 19-). 

When Edison deter.Mined thAt the Coachella location was 
too· far from· Edison's territ.o:cy for an econom!cal 4irect 
interconnect.ion, it notified Colmac on July 29, 1985, that 
interconnect.ion with and transmission t.hrough IID would ~ more 
practical (Ex. 29). The letter also stated: 

"Since it is unclear what the exact nature of 
the interconnection agreement that you will 
obtain with lID will be, I suggest for the time 
being that the existing contract be left in 
place. NecessaJ:Y 4Dlendments can be mAde after 
it is· clear what is. needed as determined by 
your arrangements with IID.~ 

On August 20, 19-9'5" Colmac: asked III> to· perform an 
i.nterconnection study for the Coachella site (Ex •. 33)., and. on 
September 5· Colmac s~nt Edison a letter (Ex.. 34 )infoxm1ng' Edison 

. of, that :request and.~' responding to- Ed1son's sU9gestion, about the 
contract: 
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"[W]e are proceeding on the assumption that we 
should wait for the results of that study, 
before initiating any specific discussion with 
you about amendments thAt mAy be required 
to some sections of our present contract." 

At this- point, it appears that both parties agoreed to 
amend the contract to reflect the eventual arrAngements with lID, 
and both parties further agreed. that negotiations on those 
amendments would not begin until the arrangements with IXD were 
complete. 

" 
This agreement is mAde explicit in a later exchange of 

conespondence.. On October 18, 1985, Colmac sent Edison a let.ter 
(EX. 41) stating: 

"Once aqain I would like to confirm and 
acknowledge our prior and continuing 
understanding that the necessary amendments to 
our power sales contract will be made at the 
time the interconnect and wheeling arranqements 
are completed with the Imperial Irrigation 
D:Lstr:Let and.that the current provisions in the 
contract relating to various interconnect 
agreements and. time constraints with SCE are 
not applic@le .. " 

Edison's response in its letter of November 4 (Ex. 42) was direct: 
"We agoree that the statements :Ln your 
October 16" 1985, letter coneetly describe the 
understanding between Edison and Colmac •••• " 

Thus-, Edison and ColJDAe Aqreed to amencl the contr.aet when 
the final arrangements- with lID had been determined. More 
precisely, Edison aqreed that it would amend the contract to 
reflect the details of the Arrangements with IIO when those details 
were available; CoJ.mac: 4qreed: to' D14ke the necessary" 4r%'anqements 
with IID, inform' Edison of the details of those arrangements, and 
amend the contract to- reflect those detailsp 

This agxeement arose before the request for relocation 
and is distinct from' any agreement concerninq'the relocation. 
(Colmac"s reference to ,time constraints refers to' the time limit" 
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for executing the IFA that would have applied if Colmac had 
directly interconnected with Edison.) Of course, the specific 
terms of the interconnection would be affected by the relocation, 
but the essential agreement was to amend the contract to 
accommodate the final arrangemen't.8 with lID. This agreement and 
the agreement about the relocation tend to get confu8eO later in 
this chronology, but we find it helpful to keep· them separate for 
purposes of the analysis. 

2. Relocation of the Proiect 
The second agreement concerned the relocation. The 

specific request of ColmAc, in the letter of Januaxy &, 1986 
(Ex. 45), was somewhat unclear: 

~At this ttme we are formally requesting 
permission from seE to change the location of 
the Plant from the Coachella Industrial Park to 
industrial land located on the cabazon Indian 
Reservation. • ~. [Wle request your 
consideration and/" hopefully, approval of our 
request for relocation of the pro·ject to the 
Cabazon Indian Reservation land. However, if 
this is not possible, we are and. will continue 
to- proceed with development of the Coachella· 
plant as originAlly planned. w 

" 

Strictly speaking, Colmac did not need Edison'S consent 
to move the project, but it did need Edison's consent to amend the 
contract to cover the relocated project. Edison's response of 
February 24 (EX. 47) use4 terms similar to those in Co!mAc's 
request, and requested additional information. Edison's letter of 

* April 21 to Colmac's attorney (Ex. 55-) was somewhat more specific .. 
In this letter Edison suggested that Colmac obtain both the support 
of the COmmission for the relocation and "'an aqreed to transmislSion 
path to the Edison point of delivery" at Mirage Subs 'tat ion ,.. from· 
lID'.. The letter continued,. "We feel that thes.t~'. 'pieces of 
evidence are absolutely necessary for Edison to· malee . the: 
appropriate amendments. to the power purchase agreement .... · 
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After obtaining a letter from Commissioner Vial and a 
le~~er from IIO consen~in9 t~ the relocation, Colmac again wro~e to 
Edison on 'May 2 (Ex. 64). This letter concluded, "'I assume that we 
have now met your conditions for approval and expect to receive 
shortly a letter, from· you acknowledging SCE's approval of the 
amendment. It 

The final letter of thie sequence w~e Edison's letter of 
May lS (Ex. 68:). A parag.raph of this- letter has become central to 
this ease: 

"With these approvals it is appropriate to 
proceed with contract amendments necessary for 
your project relocation. However,. the existing 
agreement eontemplates a direet inte:ceonneetion 
with Edison and,.· therefore, contract. changes 
will be necessary to reflect that your project 
will now be interconneeting with the IID 
system. Specifie details of your 
interconnection and service agreements with IIO 
will be needed." 

.Colmac alleges, that this exchange of correspondence 
sealed Edison's agreement to the relocation of the projeet. The 
parties have not directly addressed the initial question: What 
exactly, if anything,. was Edison agreeing to? 

a. !bat Were the '1'erJI!I!J of the Aq:r:eemeDt? 

Colmac's original request, as we have discussed, was 
a general request for Edison's consent t~ the relocation. The 
May 2 letter referred to consent to the amendment, which is more 
closely related to the precise consent that was needed--Edison~s 
agreement to· amend, the eontract. However, no specific amendment 
had then been discussed' between the parties, so further negotiation 
on the exact terms of the amendment would be required. 'rhe May 15 
letter, to the extent that it agrees. to anything, ag.rees to, proceed 
with contract amendments for the relocation. 

From· our review of these· exchanges and'" from the 
1u])lequent behavior of the parties,.. we conclude that any 4gX"eement 
between the' partialS' muatbe defined. in te:r:ms similar. to the May l~· 
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letter~ WhAt Colmac ultimately needed was an amended contract to 
reflect the relocation of its project.. At the time of this 
exchange, however, no specific 4Jl1endments had been proposed by 
either party. 'rhe ultimate agreement, the amended- contract, eould 
therefore not arise from these exchanges.. At this point, the 
parties could agree to' the general idea of the relocation and to 
negotiate appropriate .amendments at a later date.. ~U8, the most 
that Edison could have agreed to in the May l~ letter was to qive 
its general consent to the ~elocation and to develo~ appropriate 
amendments when the necessary information was available. 

b. Disl the Partie! Agree? 

California follows the objective theorr of eontract, 
whieh relies on the objective actions and words of parties, rather 
than their undisclosed intentions or beliefs, to determine the 
te:rms and existence of a contract.. We have followed tlUs theo:y in 
defininq the scope of any aqreement between Ed.ison and Colmac. We 
will also rely on the facts that can be objectively detexmined to 
decicle whether there was the meeting of the mincls neceS842:y" to form 
an enforceable agreement eoncerning the relocation of the project~ 

From our review of all the evidence presented: at the 
hearing, we conclude that in the May 15 letter Ed1son consented in· 
a general senee to the relocation of Colmac's contract and agreed 
to negotiate appropriate amendments with Colmac When Colmac 
supplied all information needed to develop the amendments. 

Edison has arqued that .; ts letter was intended to be 

conditional--that it would agree to the relocation once Colmac had. 
provided the specific details of its interconnection and 
transmission service agreements with IID. However, 4S we have 
diseu8sed,the parties had already agreed to' amend the contract 
when these details were mada certain, 80 Edi"on"s "conditions:" 
merely repeated the parties I' previous aqreement.. It is. clear that 

Edison was recoqnizinq that it would be practical and convenient to 
work,out all amendment,,', to,tbe contract at the same time. Ec:iiaon-
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also appears to recognize that amending the contract merely to 
ehange the location of, the project would be an idle act unless the 
remaining terms of the contract could also be completed. We 
therefore read the· "conditions" as statements of the information 
that was required before the final amendments to the contract could 
be negotiated .. 

The essence of Edison's argument is that its agreement ~ 
amend the contract did not become effective unless and until Colmac 
supplied the details. of its agreements with lID. From the words of 
the parties and the circumstances of thi$ CAse, we find that the 
agreement was completed on May lS, but· Edison's promised 
performAnce--amendment of the contract--d~d not become due until 
Colmac's performance--securing the agreements with lID and 
communieating the details t~ Edison--had been completed.. This is a 
subtle but important difference. Under Edison'S interpretationr it 
was under no' obligation until Colmac supplied the necess~ 
information. In our view, the obligation arose for both parties 
with the agreement on May 15" although Edison was not required' to 
carry out its promised performance until Colmac had performed parts 
of its promise .. . 

Thus, we interpret the May 15, letter as, consenting 
general way to the relocation and as promising to amend the 
contract when Colmac supplied suffieient infor.mation on its 
interconnection and. transmission service arrangements. 

in a 

In terms of the parties' obligations, Edison agreed to 

amend the contract to' reflect the Mecca 8ite and COlmac'8 
arrangements with lID when Colmac provided the details of its plant 
connection and transmission service agreements with IlDfor the 
MeCC4 site: Colmac agreed to make the neeessaxy arrangements with 
IID for the ,Mecca site" to convey the details of these. arrangements 
to Edison, and. to· amenci the contract to- reflect the 81 te change and 
the arrangements with lID. ' , 
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c. WaB There Bad Faith? 

Our conclusion that Edison consented to the concept of 
the relocation makes it unnecessary for us to determine in detail 
whether Edison acted in bad faith in its dealings with Colmac. 
Without deciding this issue, we observe that it appeus that 4-

misunderstanding developed between the parties over what 
constituted a TSA and who· was responsible for obtaining it. The 
evidence strongly suggests that this misunderstanding lies behind 
Colmac's alle9atio~ of bad faith. 

The apparent. misunderstand.ing took several months to
develop, since both parties understood that the interconnection 
arrangements described in the ~CA would: normally precede the TSA. 
ColDlAC aske~ Ill) to, perform an MOS study for the Mecca site on 
June 9 (Ex. 71). Colmac prepared some suggested amendments and 
sent the draft amendments to· Edison on September 25-. The draft 
PCAwith lID was sent to, Edison on November 4,. and the final PCA 
was conveyeel to Edison. on December 31. 

This sequence conformed to Edison's expectations. Edison 
knew from its· experience that the PCA could not be completed until 
the MOS study had been performeel, and it expected that the 'rSA 
would follow the PCA by a few months. 

Around the beginning of 1986, however, the parties' 
understandings of the sequenee of events seemed to· diverge. Edison 
claims to· have been prepared to work out the amendments once it 
received· the TSA.. Colmac appears to have believed that the PCA W4.8 

all that was required to allow completion of the amendments. the 
letter conveying the executed. PCA (Ex. 124) confi:r:m.s this 
impression: 

"Now that the intereonnection agreement is 
completed,. I. suqgest that we proceed. to amend' 
the' power' pw::chase agreement. ..... John 
Maybin' will be 1n touch shortly to arX'411ge for 
a time to meet . coneerninqcontract . 
amendments ••.• ~ " 
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The terms of the PCA may have encouraged Colmac's 
apparent belief that this agreement was sufficient to allow 
completion of the amendments. For example, Seetion 2.2 (wh.i.ch may 
have misidentified some of the parties) states: 

If SCE and COLMAC aq%'ee that the te:z:ms and 
conditions regarding transmission of Plant's 
Energy to an lID/SeE point of interconnection 
shall be pursuant to an Aq%'eement to be entered 
into between lID and SCE." 

Several other QFs in lID's territory had been 
accoJmDodated in justtb.is fAShion. lID And Edison had negotiated 4 

master aq%'eement for transmission service, and individual QFs were 
I 

incorporated into that agreement th:t:ough appendices worked. out 
between lID and Edison. 

arranged: 
Section 9- repeats this conception of how the TSA would be 

"IIO'shall accept [the project's] output for the 
account of SeE and deliver such output to SCE 
pursuant to transnU.ssion se:cvice agreement to 
))e entered into· between Southern california 
Edison Company and Imperial Irrigation 
District, copy of which shall be provided to 
COL1~.c .. " 

, In addition, Section 11 defined lID's general obligations 
uncler the PCA: 

"lID shall ••• (a]ccept the Plant's net electrical 
output for the account of SCE at the Point of 
Delivery and concurrently deliver an equal 
amount of electric energy to the SCE system at 
lID/SeE POint(s) of interconnection." 

Xf Colmac dicl not cleArly understand the n4ged for a 
sepArate TSA, it is easy to see how it could have interpreted the 
PCA's provisions to· support its Delief thAt it had: completed the 
necessary' arr'angement8 with lID, and that any further details would. 
be worked out between lID and Edison,_ ':he evidence is stronq that 
Colmac .in fact proceeded." for se'V'eral months under that impression. 

. '. 
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At the same time, developments at Edison made it less 
likely that anyone would notice and eorreet Colmae's impression. 
In February, responsibility for Colmae's projeet was transferred 
from-Ferguson t~ McCroskey. McCroskey believed that the amendments 
would be drafted after Colmac got the final TSA from lID, and some 
time passed before he was sufficiently aequainted with the fil~ to 
understAnd all of its history. The parties' different 
understandings about the t1minq of the preparation of the 
amendments continued, and the opportunities for conforming the 
differinq understandings diminished ~cause· of the reassiqnment of 
Col:nac '·s file. 

The ~etter fram cv.AG to Edison aet~d to make Colmac aware 
that all was not riqht with its relations with'Edison. ~t appears 
that Colmac then beeame aware that it needed: to obtain a 'rSA,. and 
it took steps to' work out the TSA with IID in the summer of 1987. 
Around this time, however, Edison raised concerns with IID about 
l~tations on Edison~& system between the Mirage and Devers 
suDstat.iOM. On August 19, lID expressed its willingness to enter 
into a TSAw1th Colmac if these limitations could be overcome 
(Ex. 178). The TSA was finally executed. by Colmae and III:> on 
January 26, 1988 (Ex. 249'). 

The letter from CVAG also affected Edison's attitude 
'toward· the pro·ject. As early as May 1987, Bjorklund had decided to 
oppose the relocation of the projeet.. New economic studies were 
performed, and they showed large potential losses for ratepayers 
under the terms of the original aqreement. It 18 fair to- surmise 
that around ,this time Edison's attitude may hAve become les8-
cooperative and that its representatives were perhapu les8 willing 
to take pains to· help Colmac,complete the submission needed to 
develop the lUnenciments. 

COlmaC'8 apparent misunderstanding Al:>out the need:· for a 
sepuate ,TSA haa-no, effect on the- resolution of this case.. We, find: 
no eVidenee that EcU.~on", recOqnized Colmac's mispereept10n and 
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avoided enlightening Colmac about this requirementp Colmac had the 
responsibility ~o obtain and supply the TSA, and any delay 
resulting from its apparent misunderstanding would prfmarily affect 
Colmac's ability to· meet the deadlines established in the contract. 
In other words, COlmac'8 confusion harmed only Colmac ancihad no 
effect on Edison"s performance under the contract .. 

It is evident that Edison's reorganization impaired, at 
least temporarily, its ability to· deal effiCiently with the large 
number of QFs it had under contract. We bel,ieve that Edi.son should 
have organized its personnel so that it could have responded 
promptly, in some fashion, to Colm4c"s draft amendments, and. that 
McCroskey should not have created the impression that he wa~ 
drafting amendments when he was in a prelimiDa~ stage of gathering 
info:rmation needed for the amendments.. But we cloubt that these 
occurrences reach the level of bad' faith, and', as we have 
discussed,. it'is unnecessary for 11S to· resolve this. issue 
definitively. 

d. De Atte!lpted· Rescission 
Against the backqround of expressed local opposition and. 

Edison's ~ew economic analysis, Ed.ison's executive committee 
decided to· oppose the relocation, and this decision was conveyed to 
Colmac in a letter-of November 3, 1987 (Ex .. 212): 

HEdison has carefully reviewed Colmac's request 
for a project site move from Coachella to· the 
Cabazon Indian Reservation and regrets' to 
info:cmyou we cannot approve a contract 
amendment allowing a site move.~ 

'I!he letter gave three reasons for this action.. First, 
Edison was· not informed when Colmac made its request that the 
relocation would remove the project from·loeal, reqional, and state 
jurisdiction. Second,. Edison felt it had· to respect local 
opposition.. Third, Edison's· analyses showe<l luge ,adverse effects 
on ratepayers,. The letter conclude<l,.."'For these·.reuons., we cannot 
approve the contract amendment you have sought ~I'" 

I 
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We have earlier determined that Edison's letter of 
.. May 1S, 1986, concluded an agreement between the parties to- allow 
. the project to be relocated.- to· the Mecca site and to amend the 
contract to· reflect the relocation when Colmac supplied the 
information needed to effect a previous agreement to amend the 
contract to· accommodate the interconnection and transmission 
service arrangements with lID. Ed1son'~ letter of November 3, 
198·7, amounts to an attempt to- rescind its earlier agreement. We 
conclude that Edison may 'not unilaterally rescind its earlie~ 
consent. 

Edison arqued that Colmac' s supplying the information 
about the arrangements with lID was a condition of its agreement. 
:n Ed.isonfs view, it had made its acceptance of Colmac's request 
expressly contingent on Colmac's seeuring interconn~tion and 
transmission service arrangements with lID.. Until Col.mac made 
those 4rrangements and communicated the details to Edison, Edison 
was under no obligation and was therefore free to- reject Col.mac's 
relocation request, in Edison's view. 

We have rejected this argument and interpreted the 
exchanges between the parties to be an agreement to amend the 
contract when·the needed information was supplied. In our view, 
obligations· arose for both parties at the' time of agreem.ent on 
May 15-, c.nd Edison could not unilaterally rescind the agreement. 

The agreement between the partie~ did not include a time 
limitation on the performance of either party, and therefore COlmac 
had no deadline under the agreement for obtain£ng and conveying tho 
d.etails of its arrangements with lID. In some circumstances, 'the 

lack of a specified' time for the parties' performance would be 
fatal. However, the' law will uphold agreements and imply a 
reasonable time for performance in light of the circumstances of 
the' agreement.. In this case, the underlyinq eontraet had specific 
deadlines for the'aceOlDP~iShment of variouaacts, the most 
stX:'ingent being the requirement that the project .haCt to be. on line 

. . " 
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within five years of the execution of the contract. This dea~line 
ixnposed a reaso,nable limit on Colxnac's securing its arrangements 
with lID. Thus, we believe that the lack of a define~ term for the 
agreement to amend the contract did not make the contract invalid. 

Since the attempt to rescind the agreement to amend the 
contract was not effective" Edison remained :bound to develop 
amendments to, the contract when Colmac secured the final TSA with 
IID on January 2'6" 1988. 

e. other...Iss:ges, 
Before considering the consequences of Edison's actions, 

we will address some of the arguments that Edison has raised in 
opposition to this conclusion. 

Edison argues that it was misled by Col~c's statements 
that the relocation woul~ stre~line local and state permitting_ 
In fact, removal of the project to Indian property resulted in a 
removal of state and local jurisdiction over the important permits 
for the project. 1 . V 

We find that Edison shoul~ have been alerted to the 
dominance of federal jurisdiction. Locating the property on In~ian 
lands was in itself an action that should have alerted E~ison that 
fe~eral jurisdiction would:be involved. In addition, Colmac 
supplied information on permitting in'the attachments to a letter 
of October 15-" 1986 (,Ex., 109), and specifically noted, "Because o'! 

1 We understand that discussions may :be taking place among 
Colmac and the relevant air quality management officials in which· 
substantial agreement may :be reached on environmental concerns. We 
hope that any agreement will be far-reaching and will mitigate the 
air quality concerns that have :been expressed., We note'that Colmac 
witnessW. Philip· Reese testified that Colmae intends to "abi~e by 
permitting requirements ':that would apply were the- project ott the 
resel:'V'ation" (,rr .. 277). At minimum we expect Colmacto, follow" 
through on this commitment., 
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the location of the plant on Indian land, ••• no land use permit 
from Riyerside County will be involved." 

Moreover, in terms of its commercial relationship with 
colmac, Edison should not have been concerned about the s?urce of 
the permits, although Edison may have been interested in the 
identity of the permitting agencies for other reasons. Edison's 
narrow interest is reflected in the original contract (Ex. 18), 
which states, "Seller rColmacJ, at no cost to Edison, shall ••• 
(aJcquire all permits and other approvals necessary tor the 
construction, operation, and maintenance of the Generating 
Facility .. " 'rhe contract properly gave colmae primary 
responsibility tor Obtaining' all necessary per.mits. 

'rhus, we conclude that the change in per.mittinq 
jurisdiction should not h.ave affected Ed.ison's decision on Colmac's 
requests. 

Similarly, as Edison has aclalowledged, the opposition ot 
local governments to, the relocation should not have atfected 

i , , 

Edison's attitudes toward its contractual obligations and Colmac's 
requests, although, ag'ain, Edison may have been interested in the 
concerns of local g'overnments for other reasons. 

On the question whether the agreement between Colmac and. 
Edison was supported by sufficient consid.eration, we agree with 
colmac that the mutualchang'e in positions is sufficient to suppo=t 
an agreement to, modify an eXisting contract when performance has 
not yet been rend.ered.. In ad.dition, Col:mac has invoked the 
doctrine of promissory estoppel, which, as Edison has correctly 
pointed. out, can serve as a substitute for consideration anei allow 
enforcement of an agreement on equitable grounds. We believe that 
the facts here are sufficient to show a reasonable and detrimental 
reliance by Colmac on Edison's promise to amend the contract when 
interconnection and transmission infor.mationwas suppli~d. This 
reliance, is sUfficient to support e~orcement of that ag'reement, 
even if more conventional consideration were lacking .. 
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ORA has urged us to withhold jud,9'Inent on the 
reasonableness of Edison's purchases from Colmac if we fina in 
favor of Col~ac in this complaint. Although we have not entirely 
endorsed Colmac's position, we expect that our order will permit 
construction of Colmac's project and sales of electricity to 
Edison. The reasonableness of Edison's purchases from Colmac" like 
Edison's other powerpurehases, should be evaluated in connection 
with the ECAC case covering the period of the purchases. 

To .. this extent we adopt ORA's recommendation. We should, 
however, make some observations that may prove relevant to' the ECAC 
review. At the time that Colmac made its request for relocation, 
the evidenee in this case shows Colmac had the ability to complete 
its project at the Coachella site. At the time of the request,. we 
therefore conclude, ratepayers were not affected by the choice of 
locations. The same contract would have been in effect if the 
plant was, built at Coachella or Mecca • 

Riverside argues that we should deny Colmac's complaint 
because it has not demonstrated that it controls the Mecca site 
where it proposes to construct the project. We believe thatColmac 
has ~emonstrated SUfficient site control for our purposes. We note 
t.hat Edison has concluded, that Colmac met the sit~ control -,-
reqUirement of the OFMP. More important, if Riveri£de's 
contentions are true, Colxnac will be unable to construct its 
project whether or not we grant the requested reliet~ 

Riverside also contends that p~lic policy considerations 
argue aqainst granting the requestod reliet. Although it appears 
that ratepayers woula receive short-terxn benefits if we could 
cancel this contract, we believe that a greater public benefit is 
served by preserving the rights of parties to contract and. :by 
enforcing the parties' legally binding promises~ If we were to 
invalidate contracts because of variations in tore casts of oil and 
gas prices,. we would undermine the toundation ot our QF proqram and 
appear to question the :basis for our entire economic system • 
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Although we played a role in developing the standard offers, we 
contemplated that acceptance ot these offers wo~ld result in valid 
and ~inding contracts that should be enforced like any other 
contract. preserving the sanctity of contracts serves a higher 
public policy goal, in our opinion, and outweighs the 
considerations listed by Riverside. 
c.. :rlleJt:medy 

1.. Ext@sion ot the Contra£!;' .s....lkacll.iJles 
In addition to specific entorcem,ent of Edison's 

agreement,. Colmac seeks an order extending the time for meeting 
certain deadlines established under the contract .. 

We note at the outset that on December 31, 1986, Col:mae 
had asked Edison to extend some of these deadlines (Ex. 124). No 
evidence was presented, however, that indicated that Edison had 
ever a9'reed to the requested extensions. Thus, any adjustments of 
the deadlines est~lished in the contract must flow from equitable 
considerations, rather than from an agreement between the parties. 

~he current contract will terminate if firm operation 
does not occur within five years of the date the contraet was 
executed, or ~y April 17,. 1990. Colmac contends that the firm 

~ , 

. pperation date should be extended by the time from November 3, 
1987, when Edison notified Colmac that it would not agree to, a 
relocation, to· the date of the Commission's order in this case. In 
addition, Colmac states that it would take 30 days to get 
operations commenced after issuance of the Commission's order .. 
Colmac presented testimony that another 184 days would be needed to 
gaar up construction to the point it had reached on November 3. 

Col:mac's fear is that the interruption of construction 
:may have set it back so· tar that it could not achieve firm 
operation in time to' avoid termination. To· this extent we agree 
that Colmac should have some time to complete its project- 'I'he 
:firm opera:t,ion date should be extended by the numDer of days 
~etween NovemJ:)er 3, 19'87, and the effective date of this deeision .. 
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In addition, the parties should negotiate a r~asonable extension to 
allow Colmac an opportunity to gear up its construction operations. 
Colmac's testimony has provided an estimate of the time needed to 
recover from the interruption, and the parties may use this 
estimate of 184 days it they can reach no other resolution. 
Because of changes. in circumstances, we have no objection to a 
somewhat longer extension. Under current projections, a later firm 
operation date is in Edison's and ratepayers' interests, and we 
believe that the parties should have no difficulty resolving this 
issue. Other deadlines and target dates in the contract and in the 
application of the QFMP' to Colxnac's project should also be adjusted 
to· account for the total extension of the ter:m.ination date .. 

2.. Inc;xease in Pric§ 
The prices currently set in the contract were based on 

projections available at the time of execution. Both of the fixed 
prices--for firm capacity, based on S02, and enerqy, based on a 
forecast of the annual marginal cost of energy--are for a certain 
number of years starting on the firm operation date. We have 
authorized an adjustment to the firm operation date, so the periods 
for the set prices must also be extended.. But this change presents 
a problem, since the tables attached to the contract do· not extend 
far -- enough to- cover the necessary period after the new tirm 
operation date. 

Colmac's. solution is to continue the last year ot the 
energy payment tables. and to escalate the eXisting capacity payment 
tables to cover the additional years. However, the contract 
specifies that payments are t~ be based on schedules "approved by 
the Commission and in effect on the date of the execution of this 
contract~" The only tables that meet this description are table~. 
attached to the contract~ In addition, we have previously rejected 
a proposal to· escalate the capacity tables. In D.88-08-0S4~ we 
concluded that even if. a QF successfully showed that. its project 
had. been-delayedbeeause of uncontrollable forces recoqnized by the 
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contractr we would not escalate capacity prices to account for firm 
o~erat1on beginning in years beyond those contemplated at the time 
the contract was executed. 

Colmac's proposed treatment of the fixed energy prices-
extending without escalation the prices set for the last year in 
the tables attached to the contraet--is reasonable under the 
circumstances-, and we have. endorsed this approach previously 
(D.8,6-12'-104). We will use this approach to, extend both the energy 
and capacity price tables. 

Thus, we will authorize. use of the last year of the 
existing ta~les· to cover the years needed for the revised firm 
operation date. According to Appendix E to the contraet r a 30-year 
contract beginning firm operation in 1989 would receive a firm 
capacity payment of $198 per XW per year. According to Appendix C, 
the annual marginal cost of energy in 1999 was forecasted to be 
15·.6 cents per kWh.. These prices should be applied to- the 
additional years. necessary under the revised firm operation date .. 
Findings of Fact 

1. Edison and Colmac entered into a contract based on 
interim 504 on April l7, 1985. The contract concerned the sale of 
45 MW of firm capacity and associa~ed enerqy from a biomass-fueled 
generator to, be located in Coachella. 

2.. On January 6, 1986" Colmac requested Edison's permiSSion 
to change the location of the facility from Coachella to, the land 
of the CaJ:)azon Band of Mission Indians, near Mecca. 

3. In response to, Edison's requests, colmac supplied a legal 
description of the new site, an option aqreement for a lease of the 
property, information on potential fuel sources, a letter from IIO 
consenting to the relocation, and a letter from Commissioner Vial, 
stating that he had no' objection to Ed:i.sonrs· consent to the 
~endments reflecting, the relocation. 

4.. On May l5" 1986., Edison sent Colmac a letter aqreeinq to 
proceed to· amena the contraet to reflect the relocation and 
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requesting information about Colmac's interconnection an~ 
, transmission service arrangements. 

5·. On Noveltlber 3, 1987, Edison sent Colmae a letter d.enying 
Colmac's request for relocation. 

6. At either the Coachella or Mecca location, Colmac could. 
not practically interconnect directly to Edison's system, and 
Colmac needed lID's consent to allow interconnection with IIO's 
system and to transmit power generated by Colmac to- Edison's 
system. Colmac and Edison made arrangements to accommodate this 
fact in letters dated octo~er 18 and Novem]:)er 4, 198$. 

7. In a. letter o~ October 15, 1986, Colmac into:rmed Edison 
of its permitting arrangements and stated that no land use permit 
from .. Riverside County would be reql.).ired tor the project. 

S. The current contract will terminate it tirm operation is 
not achieved by April l7, 1990. 'rhe contract's tixed. payment 
schedules for firm capacity and energy assume firm operation no 
later than 1989. 

9. Colmac wound down and eventually suspended its 
construction activities after receiving Ed.ison's letter o~ 
November 3, 1987. Some time would be needed to- revive construction 
activities to· the level they had reached on November 3, 1987. - . .-.1 .. 1' .• 1\,. 

10. Colmac and IID entered into a PCA on December 23, 1986 • 
. ll. Colmac and' lID entered into a TSA on January 26, 1988. 

COncluQons of Law 

1. In letters dated October l8 and November 4, 19$$, Colmac 
and Edison aqreed to amend the contract to correct the contract's 
assumption that Colmac could. interconnect directly with Edison's 
system, once Colmac had made arrangements for interconnection and 
transmission service with IIO •. 

. 2. On May 15, 1986, Edison and Colmac agreed· to amend the 
contract to reflect the relocation of Colmac's proj.eot,and agreed 
to' proceed w.ith necessary contract ~endments whenColmac supplied 
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the details of its interconnection and transmissi.on service 
arrangements with lID. ' . 

3. Edison's agreement was not contingent on Colmac's 
securing a PCA and ~SAwith IIO~ 

4. The agreement of May 15 was supported by consideration. 
S. Edison could not unilaterally rescind its general.consent 

to the relocation and its agreement to· proceed· with necessary 
contract amendments, as it attempted in its letter of Nove~er 3, 
1987. 

6. By at least October 15, 1986, Edison should have been 
alerted that permits from state and local governments and agencies 
would not be required for the Mecea site. 

7. The provision for termination, section 12 of th~ 
contract, should ):)e amended to e~end the date when failure to 
achieve firm operation will result in termination. ~he deadline 
for firm operation in the contract should be extended ~y the number 
of days between Nove~er 3, 1987, and the effective date of this 
deoision. In addition, the parties should negotiate a reasonable 
e~ension to permit Colmac an opportunity to gear up its 
construction operations. If the parties cannot agree, Colmac's 
estimate of 184 additional days should ):)e used. Other deadlines 
and target dates in the contract and in the application of the QFMP 
to Colmac's project should also be adjusted to reflect the total 
extension of the termination date. 

I 

8. 'the tables setting. out the paYl'llents for firm capacity and 
for energy for the first ten years of operation should be extended, 
but not escalated,. toaceommodate a new firm. operating date to-be 
a9ree~ on by the parties. 
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ORJ>ER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Southern California Edison Company (Edison) shall 

negotiate amendments to its contract with colmac Energy, Inc. 
(Colmac) to reflect the relocation of Colmae's facility to the 
reservation o,f the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians near Mecea and 
the plant connection agreement and transmission service agreement 
entered into between Colmac and the Imperial Irrigation District. 
Edison shall further negotiate amendments extending the date when 
failure to achieve firm operation will result in termination 
(Section 12') and other incidental dates by at least the nu:m:ber of 
days from NovemJ::)er 3,. 1987, until the effective date of this 
decision. Edison shall also negotiate a further extension of the 
termination date to allow Colmac a reason~b'le opportunity to qear 
up its construction operations. If the parties cannot agree on the 
latter extension, an extension of 184 days shall :be used. other 
deadlines and target dates in the contract and in the application 
of the Qualifying Facilities Milestone Procedure to Colmac's 
pro:j"ect should also be adjusted to reflect the total e~ens.ion of 
the termi~ation date. 'l'he payment schedules attached to. the 
contract shall be extended to accommodate the new firm operation 
date. 

2. Except to the extent granted herein, Colmac's complaint 
is denied. 

This order becomes effective 30 days from today. 
Dated April 2'6, 1989, at San Francisco" california .. 
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(5) ColmAc should receive extensions of the deadlines we 
established in the OF Milestone Procedure (QFMP) ~cause the 
intervention of the Coachella Valley ASsoci~tion of Governments 
(CVAG) and the 'county of Riverside in Colmac's relations with 
Edison constitutes an uncontrollable force under the contract. 

Co1mac asks the Commission to order Ed1son to amend t:!'le 
contract to allow the site relocation; to reflect the 
interconnection w1th the Imper1al Irriqat10n D1str1ct (IID) rather 
than, direct interconnection with Edison; to extend the termination 
date to account for the- direct and 1nd~ect delays caused. by 

Edison's actions; to extend. the fixed energy payments beyond '1999' 
as necessary; and to· exten~ the capacity payment schedule attached 
to the contract throuqh 1992, to cover the year th~ faCility is 
expected to· reach firm operation. ~ 

Edison answered:- the complaint on December 18, 198-7. In 
addition to the expected denials of complai~t's allegations, 
Edison asserts that Colmac never met the c¥ditions requl.x'ed for 
Edison to- consent to· the modification of the contract~ When local 

/ 
opposition arose and alerted Edison to t e fact thAt locatinq the 
project on an Indian reservati?n would amove the environmental 
review from state and local entities, dison withdrew its 
conditional approval~ Edison denies hat it neqotiated in bad 
faith with Colmac concerninq the- re ocation. Edison further 
alleges that the complaint seeks r ief--essentially an order to 
Edison to· modify an existinq cont act--that the Commission has 

previously stated it..would not 1ant. Several defenses based. on 
contract law are also- raised.. 

Pl:'ehearinq conferenc-r were held on JanUllrY 29, April 19-, 
and August 22, 1988;. Evide~ti hearings were held on 
September 13-16· and.: 20-22', 19 8. The Commission's Div1sion of 
Ratepayer· Advocates. CI)RA)". G, t~e COUll:. ty of Riverside,.. an~' the 
cabazon Band. of Mission. Ind.ana. intervened in theproeeedinqand' 
p~icipated-in the. hearinqs. .,'" . 
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Xl. R08itioM of the Partie' 

A. ColJDac' B P08j,ti.op. 

Colmac presents three grounds for ~t5 claim for relief. 
1. Breach' of «4 Ag:reeIIent to 

Change the P;r;o1eet' 8 XQeatJ.on 

First, Colmac argues that Edison expressly agreed t<> the 
modification requested-by Colmae, but Ed1son has refused to- live up 
to 1. ts agroement to modify the contract. Colmac :believes that this 
agreement was in writing, in the form of exchanges of 
correspondence from, JMJ.uary through May 1986. 

The correspondence began with a letter ,of Janu~ 6, from 
! 

Colmac's Vice President and Secretary Charles Johnson to Edison'S 
I 

RODert Ferguson (Ex. 4S).. The letter stated, (At this time we are 
formally requesting per.m1ssion from SCE to change the location of 

• I 
the P'lant from the Co~chella Industrial par)t to industrial land. 
located. on the Cabazon Indian Reservation/If 

Edison'S response was a letterf! Februaxy 24 (Ex_ 47). 

Edison~s Ferguson noted in the letter ~t Edison would review a 
specific proposal fromColmac and re~sted a site description for . 
the new location, documents demonstr~ing Colm4c's right to develop 
the site, and proof that Colmac's f~l sources were as available at 
the new site as at the old loeat~tO • . 

On Karch 12, Colmac sen Edison a letter providing the 
reque8ted information, according 0 Colmac (Ex. 49). The letter 
enclosed a legal description ofjthe new site and an option 
agreement for a lease on the p~perty., Approval of the option to 

lease was pending with the Bur/au of Indian' Affairs. (BIA). The 
letter also discussed the loc tion of agricultural waste, fuel 
SOurCt)8,. for tho relocated, pl 
urging· Edison Iftoaeeept 0 

earliest convenience ..... · 

T~e letter closed.,with·Colmac'8 
for relocation at your' 
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III. Discussiop 
, ' 

A.' »aCMroWld. 
When we chose to develop th~ s~andard offers to fulfill 

in part our obligAtions under PORPA, one of our hopes was that the 
existence of the standdrd offers would. allow us- to- avoid the 
necess1ty of detailed. review of inclividual contracts between 
utilit1es and what promised. to be a multitude of OPs. The economic 
and natural resources ·of Califo.rnia seemed particularly well suited 

to ~he development of the independent generators that PORPA was 
intended to, stimulate, and we concluded that a case-by-case review 
of individual contracts would soon prove to be unwieldy; 'rhus, we 

I . 
engaged in the sometimes tedious anel laborious tllsk of developing 
for.m contracts that the utilities were;bequ1red·to offer to· OPs. 
Once we approved these standard offers!, the utility's purchases 
under the contracts were presumed tojbe rea8o~le, and we hoped 
that this prior approval and pre8~ion of-reasonableness' would 
also speed-up" the review of the re onableness of the utility'S 
overall purchases. 

The standard offers wer also designed to neutralize the 
tremendous bargaining power of t e utility as the only purchaser of 
the OP's power. We adopted sev al requirements to ease 
negotiations between utili ties nd" OFs, but the OF "S ultimate 
bargaining power was its right to accept the standard offer if it 
could not come to· different t with the utility. 

Once the OF and the utility signed' a eontraet--either one . 
of the standard offers or a negotiated eontract--we had hoped that 
our subsequent role would ~ limited to· the usual review of the 

I 
reasonAbleness of the uti11~y's purchases and administration of its 
contracts with QFs. If later disputes developed :between the 

. I 
utility and·the QF about the interpretation or implementation- of . 

. I . . 

the.Cont.r4ct, we jtbat thepartLes would' turn· to the. <:01l1III011 
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resoUX'ces for resolving such disputes--negotiations, 4%'bitration, 
and,. if ,necessary, the courts. 

Colmac has stated its complaint in,this ease in a way 
that is apparently intended to fall within the limited role we have 
said we would aSS\UDe in these disputes. Nevertheless, it 1s, now 
clear that the primary points of the- complaint bo11 down to 
disputes that frequently arise around contracts of all types and 
that have been add:ressed in sev'eral hundred years of cont:r:act law. 
Very' little- in this complaint requ.ires our special expertise :to 
resolve; most of the issues could have been handlect bt the normal· 
means of dispute resolution. ~' 

At this point, having accepted the comp aint, 'conducted 
the he4%'ings, and evaluated the arguments of th briefs, we will 
not direct the complainant to ~nother' forum. ~t compla1nant and 
other parties should'recognize that we have ~ speciAl expertise to 
address, the legal and equitable claims rais~ in the complaint, and 

our processes are neither intended nor st~tured to decide the 
detailed. legal issues that are at the heart of the complaint and 
defense ~ Al though we try our utmost to d.ecide these cases 
correctly, our decisi~ns typically rely/more on policy concerns, 
fairness, and common sense than on a tailed study of pertinent 
legal precedents. In short, we'stro ly recommend that contractual 
disputes that require resolution of ega1 issues should be 
initiated in forums that are better suited to decide those issues 
justly and correctly. 
B. Zhe AareeMnt. to Iodify the CODtract 

Although none of the p~ies have analyzed the facts in 

precisely this, way ,weconclUde;fr. om our review of the evidence. 
presented: at the bearing .that. tf~parties. arrived.' at two related 
agreements' to modify,the oriq~l contract~ . . 
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within five years of the execution of the contract. 
imposed a reasonable l1mit on Colmac's securing its arrang 
with lID. Thus, we believe that the lack of a defined. te for the 
agreement to' mnend the contract did not make the contra .inva11<1. 

, Since the attempt to' rescind. the agreement t amencl the 
contract was not effective,. Edison remained: :bound tOo evelop 
amendments to the contract when Colmac secured,the lnal TSA with 
lID on January 26, 19'88. 

e. Q.ther XllU" . 
Before considering' the consequences Edison's act,ions, 

we will address some Of. the arguments that Ed son has raised in 
opposition to this conclusion. 

Edison argues that it was misled y Colmac's statements 
that the relocation would streamline loc and state permitting' .. 
In fact, removal of the project to Indi property resulted in a 
removal of state and local juriscU.ct10 over the important permits 
for the project. 

We find ~~t Edison shoul have been alerted to the 
dominance of federal juriscliction. Locating the property on Indian 
lands was in itself an action t should have alerted Edison that 
fed.eral jurisdiction would])a i olvecl. In addition, Colmac 
supplied information on parmi in9 in the attaehments to a letter 
of Octol:>er 15·, 1986 (Ex .. 109-), and specifically noted,. "'Because of 
the location of the plant 0 Indian land, .ec.no land use pexmit 
from Riverside County will involved~" 

Moreover, in te of its commercial relationship with 
Colmac, Edison should- no have been concerned about the source of 
the permits, although ison may have been interested in the 

identity of the per.mi in9 agencies for other reasons. Edison's 
narrow interest is r flected' in the original contract (Ex. 18), 
which states, "Sell r [ColmaC], at no cost to, Edison, shall ...... 
(alcqu.1re all pe ta .. and.' other approvals necessa:ry for, the 
conatl:uction,o at.1on,.' and.'ma1ntenanc8. of the Generating 
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• ~ Facility~* The contract properly qave ColmAc primary 

I 

responsibility for obtaining all necessar,yper.mits. 
'rhus, we conclude that the chAnge in' pexmittinq 

jurisdiction should not have affected Edison's. decision on Co 
requestsp 

Similarly, as Edison has acknowledged,· the oppo tion of 
local governments to· the relocation should not have aff ted 
Edison's attitudes toward its contractual obligations d ColmAc's 
requests, al thouqh, again, Edison may have been.tnt ested. in. the 
concerns of local governments for other reasons. 

On the question whether the agreement 
Edison was supported by sufficient eonsiderati , we aq:ree with 
Colmac that the mutual change in positions is sufficient to support 
an agreement to' modify an existing_contract hen performance has 
not yet been rendered. In addition, Co has invoked the 
doctrine of promissory estoppel, which, 8 Edison has correctly 
pointed out,. can serve a& a substitute 
enforcement of an agreement on equi 
the facts- here are sufficient to· sh 

or consideration and allow 
e grouncl8.. We believe that 

a reasonable and detrimental 
reliance by ColmAc on Edison's pro . se to amend the contract when 
interconnection and transmission nfor:mation was supplied.. t.rhis 
reliance is sufficient to suppo enforcement of thAt agreement, 
even if more conventional cons deration were lackinq-

ORA has urged us t withhold judgment on the 
reasonableness of Edison's urchases from ColmAc if we find in 
favor of ColmAc in this c laint. Although we have not entirely 
endorsed ColmAc's positi n, we expect that our order will permit 
coxustruction of Colmac' project and sales of electr1city to 
Edison. The reasonab eness of Edison's purchases from Colmac, like 
Eclison' 8 other powe purchases, should" be evalUAted in connection 
with the ECAC cas . covering· the period-of the purchases ... 

extent we adopt ORA"a- recommenclat£on~ We.shou14·, 
however, melee om. observations that· 1n4y proVe relevant' to- the· ECAC 
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review.. At the time that Colmac made its request for reloca. on,. 
the evidence in this, case shows Colmae had the Ability to mplete 
its project at the Coachella site. At the time of the re est, we 
therefore conclude, ratepayers were not affected by the 
loco.tions.. ~he smile contract would have been in ef£e 
plant was built at Coachella or Mecea. 

complaint Riverside argues that we should deny Co 
because it has not demonstrated that it controls e Mecca site 
where it proposes to ,construct the project. We lieve that Colmae 
has demonstro.ted sufficient site control for 0 We note 
that Edison has concluded· that Colmac met th site control 
requirement of the QFHP. More important,. i Riverside's 
contentions are true,. Colm4c will be unab to· construct its 
project whether or not we grant the- requ ted :celief. 

Riverside also contends that ublic policy considerations 
argue against granting the requested lief. Although it appears 
that ratepayers would receive short- erm benefits if we could 
cancel this contract,. we believe t t a g'X'eater public :benefit is 
served by preserving the rights 0 parties to contract and by 

enforcinq the parties' legally b nding promises. If we were to 
invalidate contracts because 0 variations in forecasts of oil and 
gas prices, we would undemin the foundation of our OF progrmn and 
appear to· question the bo.sis for our entire economic system. 
Although we played a role developing the standard offers,. we 
contemplated thAt accep e of these offers would result in valid 
and. bindJ.ng contract8 t should be enforced. like any other 
contract.. Preserving t e sanctity of contracts serves A higher 
public· policy goal, our opinion" . end outweiqhs the 
considerations· l!ste by Riversid.e .. 
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1. Exten8ion of the Contract' ,...J)eadlinb 
In addition to specific enforcement of Edison's 

agreement,. Colmac seeks an order extending the time for me 
certain deadlines established under the contract. 

We note' at the" outset that on December,31, 
had asked Edison to· extend some of these deadlines ( 

&, Colmac 
_ l24). No 

evidence was presented, however, that indicated t 
ever agreed to the requel'ted' extensions. Thus,. 
the deadlines established in the contract must' 

Ec:Lison had 
y adjustments of 

ow from equitable 
considerations, rather than from an a9l=eement 

The current contract will te~nat 
tween the partiee. 

if firm operation 
does not occur within five years of the da the contract was 
executed,. or :by April l7, 1990 ~ Colmac ntends that the fi:r:m 
operation date should be extended by th time from November 3·, 
1987, when Edl.son notified Colmac tha it would not agree to oS 

relocation, to the date of the Commi sion's order in this case. In 
addition, Colmac states that it WO~d take 30 days to get 
operatiOns commenced after issuan~~f the Commdssion's order. 
Colmac presented testimony that other l84 days would be needed to 
gear up construction to the po. t it had reached. on November 3 .. 

Colmac "s fear is tb t the interruption of construction 
may have set it back so far hat it could: not achieve firm 
operation in time to' avoid erm1nation. ':0 this extent we agree 
that Colmac should hAve s me time to complete its project.. 'rhe 
fi:z:m' operation date sho d be ex:tended by the number of days 
between Novembe:- 3, 19 , and the effective dAte of this decision. 
In addition, the part es should negotiate a reasonable extension to 
allow Colmae an op~ :wU ty to gear up· its, construction operations .. 

recover from· the 
estimate of. l84. 

s provided an estimAte of the time needed to· 
terruption, and'the parties may use this 

p" if they can reach no other resolution., 
in.~cirCu:mstanC:ea, we bave no object:ionto· a. 
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somewhat longer extension. Under current projections, a 
opera.tion cl4te is in Edison's and ratepayers' interests, d we 
believe that the parties should have no difficulty reso ing this 
issue. Other deadlines and target dates in the contX' ~ and in the 
application of the O~ to ColmaC'8 project should a. 80 be adjust6d 
to account for the total extension of the terminat' n cl4te. 

2. Increase in Pricel 
The prices currently set in the contr ct were based on 

projections available at -the time of executio. Both of the .fixed 
prices--for firm· capacity, based on S02, an . energy, based on a 
forecast of the annual marginal cost of en gy--are for a certain 
number of years starting- on the firm ope tion d.a.te. We have 
authorized an. adjustment to the firm;lation. cl4te, so the periods 
for the set prices must also be exten d. But this ch4n9'e presents 
a problem, since the tAbles attached o· the contract do-not extend 
far enough to'cover the necesszriOd after the new firm 
operation date. 

Colmac's solution is continue the last year of the 
energy payment tables and to e calate the existing capacity payment 
tables to- cover the addition~ years. However, the contract 
specifiea that payments ar~o. be based on schedules ~approved by 

the COmmission and in efflt on the d.4te of the execution of this 
Contract.~ -The OnlY~ab 9S that meet this description are tables 
attached to the eontrac.. In addition, we have previously rejected 
a proposal to esealat the capacity tables. In D.88-08-054, we 
concluded that even ~ a OF successfully showed that its project 
had been delayed be/ause of uncontrollable forces recognized' by tho 
contract, we woul,rnotescalate capacity prices t~ account for firm 
operation beginn£nq in yea:s beyond those contemplated at the time 
the contract woo'! executed •. 

Colmlc,s proposed treatment of the fixed ener9':( prices-
extencling witiout escalation the prices set for the last.year in 
the tables ~tached to the eontract--is reasonable under the 
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~ circumstances, and we have endorsed this approach prev10u 

I 

(0.86-12-104). ,We will use this approach to extend; bot the enerqy 
and capacity price tables. 

Thus, we will authorize use of the last y 
existing tables to cover the years needed for the evised fi:m 
operation date.. Acc:orcU.llg to Appendix E to- the ontract, a 30-year 
contract beginning fil:m'operation in 1989 woul rece.£ve' a firm 
capacity payment of $198: per kW per year. ording to- Appendix C, 
the annual marginal cost 'of, energy in 1999 48 forecasted to- be 
15-.6 cents per kWh. These prices should applied. to the 
additional years necessary under th~r ised firm operation dAte. 
Finding! of lo,c;t. , 

1. Edison and Colmac entered nto a contract based on 
~ntertm S04 on April 17, 1985,. T~ contract concerned the sale of 
45, MW of firm capacity and assoe~ted enerqy from a biomass-fueled 
generator to be located in Coac~lla. . , 

2.. On January 6, 1986" olmac requested Edison's permission 
to change the location of th facility from Coachella to the lAnd 
of the Cabazon Band of Mis on IndiAnS, near Mecca .. 

3. In response to ison's requests, Colmac supplied a legal 
description of the new s te, an option aqreemen:e for a lease' of the 
property, information potential fuel sources, a letter from IID 
consenting to the rel ation, and a letter from Commissioner Vial 
stating that he had 0 objection to Edison'S COn8ent to the 
amendments reflecti g,the relocation. 

4. On:May ., 1986, I Edison sent Colm4c a letter aqree1ng to 
proceed to amen4 be contract to reflect the relocation and 
requestinq info tion about Colmac's interconnection and 
transmission s 

5-. On 

ice arrangements. 
vember 3, '19'87', Edison sent Colmac a letter denying' 

Co!mac'S r at for,:relocation. 
6·. A: either the Coachella or Mecca locat1on, Colmac could 

DOt. praet1c lly 1nterconn8Ct "directly 'to- Edison.'s system, and 
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Colmac neede4 IID's consent to allow ~terconnect1on wit~s 
system and to transmit power qenerated by Colmac to Edi 

. system. Colmac and Edison made arranqements to acco te this 
fact in letters dated October 18 and November 4, 19 

7. In a letter of October lS, 1986, Co~c nformed Edison 
of 'its permittinq arranqements and stated that - land use permit 
from Riverside County would be required for th project. 

8.. The cu...-rent contract will terminat if fixm operation is 
not achieved by April 17, 1990. ':rhe cont: t~s- fixed payment' , 
schedules for fixm capacity and energy as e fir.m operation no 
later than 1989. 

9.. Colmac wound. down and. eventu 
constX'Uction activities after receiv q Edison's letter of 
November 3, 1987. SOme time would needed to· revive construction 
activities- tO,the level they had ached. on November 3-, 1987. 

10. CoJ.mac and lID entered into· a PCA on December 23, 1986. 
11.. Colmac and lID enter into a 'rSA on Januuy 26, 1988-. 

ConcluSions of Law 
1. In letters dated 0 tober 18 and November 4,198$, Colmac 

and. Edison agreed to amend he contract to- correct the contract"s 
assumption that Colmac co ld interconnect directly with Edison's 
system, once Colmac had de arranqements for interconnection and. 
transmission service w' h lID. 

2. On May 15, 986-, Edison and Colmac aqreed to amend the 
contract to- reflect e relocation of Col.m4c's project 4%ld_4qreed 
to proceed. with n ess~ contract amendments when Colmac supplied 
the details of it interconnection and. transmission service . 
arranqements wi lID. 

3. Edis 's agreement was not eontinqent on Colmae"s 
and TSA with lID. 

agreement of May 15- was supported. by consideration. 
:Lsoncould not unilaterally resc1ndits general consent 

, I ' ., . 

ationand its agreement to· proceed nth necessary 
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contract muenclments, as it attempted in its letter of November 3, 
1987. . /' 

6. By at least October lS, 1986-, Edison should hAve/been 
alerted that permits from state and local governments ~ agencies 
would not be required for the Mecca site. 

7. The provis.ion for termination, Section. 
contract, should be amended to extend the date en failure to 
achieve firm operation will result in termina on. The d.eaciline 
for fir.m operation in the contract should extended by the number 
of days between November 3·, 1987, and "the ffective date of this 
c1eels.ion. In addition, the parties sho d negotiate a reason4))le 
extens.ion to permit Colmac an opport ty to gear up ;i.ts: 

construction operations.. If the p les cannot agree, Colmac:' s 
estimate of 184 additional days sh ld be used. Other deadlines 
and target dates in the contract d in the application of the QFMP 
to·Colmac's project should also adjusted to· reflect the total 
extension of the termination d te. 

8. The tables setting ut the payments for firm capacity and 
for energy for the first te years of operation should be extended, 
but not esc:alatecl, to acC oclate a new f.i.rm· operating elate tc> be 
agreecl on by the parties 

91DEB 

that: 
1. California Edison Company (Ecl.ison) shall 

negotiate amendm ts to its contract with ColmAc Energy, Inc:. 
(Colmac) to ref ect the relocation of Colmac's facility to the 
reservation 0 the 'cabazon Band of Mission Indians· near Mecca and 
the plant co action aq:eement and trAnSmission service aqreement 
entered int . between Colmac and the Imperial I:rrigation 01strict. 
Edisons 1 further neqotiateamendments extending the elate when 
fa£lure o· achievefi%m, operation will resul1i in. termination 
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(Section 12) and other incidental dates- by at least the number of 
days from November 3, 1987, until the effeC~ive ~te of this 
decision. Edison shall also negotiate a f er extension of the 
termination date to' allow ColmAc a reasonab e opportunity to gear 
up its cOnS-truction operations.. If the ~ies ~annot agree 0:0. the 
latter extension, an extension of 184 ~s shall be used. Other 

/ deadlines and target dates in the contract and in the application 
of the Qualifying Facilities Mllest,te Procedure to, Colmac's 
project should also be adjusted to~efleet the total e~nsion of 
the terminAtion date.. The payme~ sched.ules attached to the· 

:::~:~t. S:::~~t~~xt::~~::r:::,~~::s~~::::t 
1s cleniecl. 7 _ ';: 

This order ... 9.!Com~ effective 30 days f:rom today~ , 
Dat~d RPR 261 7989 , at San Francisco, Californ1o. .. 

I -. 

/ -, 

,. 
I G. MITCHELL. WtU< 
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